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Humankind’s Fiercest Enemy
Revealed And Laid Bare
I prefer to leave the information as written and
without further comment on same as to personages
except to say that the copy we have been provided is
from Spain—having traveled through translators and
SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR POWER
researches in Germany, Switzerland and even by way
IN THE 20TH CENTURY
of Australia and those aforementioned UFO
By Jan van Helsing
characters. See, there truly ARE others in the
program without taking identifications which are false
A FOREWORD
or remote in CLAIMS of holdings.
I repeat that WE HAVE NEVER VARIED ONE IOTA
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn as “Narrator” or
“commentator”. Typist is Dharma (DJE). This is from our assigned task (mission), no matter how many
might deviate from their “claimed” direction of intent.
for identification, please.
As for this book in point, we would ask a couple of
Into our hands has been placed a remarkable
document with permission to share as we see fit. I things, for this will be a “refresher” course in preparation
acknowledge the author-researcher of this document even for the next PHASE of the project under way. 1) The
though he remains unidentified as to “true identification”. book is BANNED and we respect the danger to the
Truthbringers must come under what protection they author(s). Therefore, the cost for same off the shelves
can gain for selves and we owe immeasurable IS PRICELESS. It has been presented from the original
appreciation to those whose investigations lead them presenters in request that it be allowed to work within our
onward in spite of the risks that research brings. own projects and that source be so far remote in origin
as to use devious means to get it to this keyboard
The document speaks for itself, please.
operator we recognize as “dharma”
and in which I, Hatonn, have
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request for comment as we go along word for word,
and not run through “scanners”. AND 2) To insure
a continuation of CONTACT, directly request to
handle the material and documents: Please do not
bypass the information by simply gathering
clandestinely from our resources. The book itself,
under the most inexpensive method of acquiring, is
worth far more in “real” expenses than the cost of a
subscription to CONTACT AS A SUBSCRIBER.
No, Mr. “Bellringer”, you will not get by with
describing “some of the staff of CONTACT” AS BEING
SOMEHOW SEPARATE AND APART FROM
DISCREDITED HATONN, DORIS AND E.J. Sorry,
after all this time of foolishness, you will find for self
how incredibly stupid you present in your ongoing
hogwash about the quality of SPECTRUM. Is it not
time you got your heads on straight, readers? How,
pray tell, could you judge the scribe a lie while the
staff is no different from our own presentations? You
CANNOT have one without the other.
Do we want Spectrum’s subscribers? No, but we
are certainly weary of the theft of presentations and you
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had best think about that EVERY TIME YOU SEE A
REFERENCE TO “OUR LONG-TIME READERS” BY
ANY SUCH “OTHER” PRESENTER. I repeat: We
have never deviated one iota from our intent as
stated at upstart. If there are “long-time readers”,
YOU ARE CONTACT READERS—AND SHIFTY
WORDS WILL CHANGE NOTHING AS “NOW”
BEING TOLD YOU.
Furthermore, our old friends who never had
options of making a choice if they went “with”
The Spectrum Group, must be given a chance for
reconsideration of their position. When Satan stirs
the pot, beware the brew!

prepared to publish first works as long as they are
convincing and that the author is prepared to share
the cost as stated. Therefore I send you on the
enclosed diskette the manuscript “Secret Societies
and Their Power in the 20th Century”.
You certainly will ask how I got hold of this
information. Actually I stumbled upon the subject of
“Secret Lodges and Politics” while researching something
completely different. [H: Isn’t this the way of it?]
As you certainly know, all matter both in the
microcosm and in the macrocosm is held together by
electromagnetic forces. If I find a way to interfere with
these electromagnetic forces and to alter them specifically
I can influence both matter and time. There are two
ways to achieve this: with machines, and without them.
The machines to do this are known as space-time
modules and as antigravity flying disks, the so-called
UFOs, that by their self-produced magnetic fields can
manoeuvre independently of the earth’s magnetic field
(anti-gravitation). Other machines that can tap into these
electromagnetic fields and change them to usable energy
are called “free energy devices” (e.g. tachyon converters,
space quanta motors).
People who can alter matter by consciously rotating
their “MERKABA”, their own magnetic field, are called
AVATARS (the best-known in the Western world was
called Yeshua ben Joseph, Jesus, who was a master
amongst them). It is thus possible to create directly from
the ethers (materialization), to eliminate gravity, to float
or to walk on water (levitation), to displace oneself
instantaneously for instance from Africa to America
(teleportation), spontaneous healing by changing the
structure of the cells, etc.
I had the advantage of having been raised spiritually.
Thus, I learned early on to consciously program by
subconscious, to live following the universal laws and to
train my mediumship. According to the law of resonance
I then started to attract similar people to me. I am now
27 years old, have traveled five continents and have
found the mentioned machines as well as avatars in
almost every country. In New Zealand I encountered
several people that had emigrated there precisely because
in Europe they had met with severe difficulties from the
nuclear, oil and electricity lobbies because they were
developing free energy devices or antigravity flying disks.
I started to ask just why we never hear about these
technologies and why the Churches are presenting the
works of avatars as miracles. Why are human beings
like Jesus or Buddha elevated to be sons of God although
their deeds are merely the application of definite laws of
Nature that are at the disposal of everyone on this planet?
So I slowly discovered who and what was behind
the fact that these themes never appear in the media or
are ridiculed and why publications are fraught with the
utmost disregard to human lives. That this topic is not
just a game became terribly clear to me when an
acquaintance, a ranger in the north of the New Zealand
South Island had discovered a testing ground for flying
saucers of the U.S. Air Force and was found only five
hours after he had announced his find at the foot of a
cliff, murdered together with his only witness. I met
CIA,
Naval
Intelligence
and
BND
(Bundesnarchrichtendienst of Germany) members that
were or still are involved in such projects. Many of them
didn’t want to continue in this deadly game, but they fear
for their lives—surely justifiably so—if they revealed
information. Information like this and other “secrets”
that I stumbled upon during my research have been
collected in this book. All of it is interlinked with secret

(PART 1)
[QUOTING: SECRET SOCIETIES and Their Power
in the 20th Century, Jan van Helsing. Reference: A
Guide Through the Entanglements of Lodges with High
Finance and Politics, Trilateral Commission,
Bilderbergers, CFR, UN, etc.]
Translation and Typesetting: Urs Thoenen, Zurich.
Original Title: Geheimgesellschaften
und ihre Macht im 20. Jahrhundert.
[EWERTVERLAG S.L., Gran Canaria, Spain.]
TO THE READER
The life of a publisher is really quite interesting. You
are never safe from surprises. In 1993 a young man
who did not want to give his name called me and said
that he had just written a highly explosive book. He was
now looking for publisher, but he wanted to remain
anonymous. I said that would be OK and asked him to
send me the manuscript.
Some days later a diskette arrived in the mail,
together with a sum of money. The parcel had no
sender’s address. There was a letter though that you will
read on the following pages.
I printed the text immediately and read it with the
greatest interest and without stopping. Upon finishing I
was shattered—and that even though I had already
known a few things about the machinations of certain
circles in our high society.
Of course it was impossible to check all the
correlations shown in the book for their validity, but if
only a part thereof is true, I now understand why there
is so much suffering upon this planet, why most people
are poor and all the wealth and power of this earth are
in the hands of a few unscrupulous persons.
Nobody can pass by this book!
Cordially yours,
K.D. Ewert-Gamalo Tiozon
[H: Following is the letter which would have been
around 1993 as stated. The book itself was presented
in 1995. I offer this so that you can understand
the more recent recognition of the book itself.]
Dear Mr. Ewert!
About a year ago I received from a friend a copy
of your magazine “Resolut” and I was surprised to
find so many books dealing critically with different
topics on one publisher’s list. I was impressed that
you dared to offer these books as well as your own
“free energy” developments so openly.
From “Resolut” I understood that you were
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societies, religion, high finance and politics.
Now I am torn between the terrible helplessness that
I feel along with the rest of my generation and that
drives so many into a feeling of NO FUTURE, and the
defiant drive to counter this madness in a refreshing,
unaffected and unbiased way, with awakening might, with
the well-known spiritual laws and spiritual knowledge. As
publisher and author, we have to awaken, to stir up, but
the changes have to be wrought by today’s young
generation of this bogged down humanity on our
maltreated Mother Earth.
As I have been repeatedly and very seriously warned
against personally standing up to these established
powers, I am sending the manuscript without sender’s
address in the hope that you will be equally convinced for
its content and will publish it under the pseudonym given.
Under the circumstances I would also be prepared to
waive any remuneration—in the interest of the cause.
I wish this book diffusion and success under the
caring blessings of the positive spiritual forces! [H:
Smile!] To you, Mr. Ewert, my heartfelt gratitude for
your endeavours, and protection and strength for your
future work in the service of Truth.—Jan van Helsing
[H: The next in order in the document is, of
course, the “Index”. We will leave that for the time
being because there will be no way up front to
generate correct pagination or reference. We will
offer topics as they appear as to the text. I,
Hatonn, will make my comments as usual, in
brackets. And, yes, Lester K., there is an
importance to New Zealand beyond your interest in
Rife microscopes—just please be patient, my friend.]
PREFACE
Imagine you are an extraterrestrial, have just
crossed uncountable light-years and are now
approaching the planet Earth. It is your mission to
reconnoiter this planet, to establish contact with its
inhabitants to exchange information and knowledge of
any kind. If this proves positive and you are
convinced of the sincerity and peacefulness of the
people, Earth could be accepted into the intergalactic
federation. Then it would be possible to have open
contacts with inhabitants of other planets which would
cause a rapid development of the earthlings’
consciousness and in their technology and health service.
After entering orbit you switch on your
monitor to receive eventual signals. You get a
news station reporting on what’s happening on
Earth. Thus you recognize that this is a warring
planet where for thousands of years people fought,
maimed and killed, not, as you would at first
assume, enemy planets, but EACH OTHER.
You soon realize that there is no concept behind these
wars, because some fight for their religion, others
because of the colour of their skin. There are some
who are unsatisfied with the size of their country and
others fight just to survive, as they have no food.
Some have only financial gain in mind, but on the
whole, everyone is mainly concerned about himself.
You realize that this planet is not at all ready for the
information and the technology that you have to offer.
No matter which country you would choose to land
in, your gifts would certainly not be used for the good
of everyone on Earth, but again just for the selfish
interests of those leading that country.
Perhaps you will think back to your home planet
and the time that there were still wars there. But since
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this had been overcome thousands of years ago and you
have no inclination to relive that scenario, and since you
just found that a few “missiles” had been fired in the
direction of your space cruiser, you quickly decide to
rather go visit another planet.
Have you ever wondered why people are always
warring upon each other?
The Swiss scientist Jean-Jacques Babel found that
during the last 5,600 years humanity fought 14,500 wars
with three and a half billion dead. That is half of today’s
world population. In the year 1991 for example there
were 52 wars or warlike crises upon Earth. This means
that in the very year, after countless wars and clashes on
this planet, among them two world wars in just one
century, there are 104 opposing ideologies facing each
other, with concerns that apparently weigh heavily enough
to justify the killing of further millions of human beings.
What purpose could be served by war among men?
[H: Please leave the spellings which use “s”
instead of “z”. This is not an error but is indicative
of non-U.S. use of English.]
For centuries peace organisations and philosophers
alike have deliberated about this and found that almost all
beings upon Earth fight from time to time over territory
and food. But aggressive behaviour among animals
cannot be compared directly with the behaviour of
human beings because the latter also have intelligence,
consciousness and ethics. Just think of the difference
between two predators fighting over the prey and
multinational arms companies living off the sale of
weapons and therefore off permanent war.
That the “fight for survival” can also be a source
of entertainment is known from ancient Rome, when
under the motto “panem et circenses” (bread and
circus games) gladiators had to fight one another to
delight the plebs and to distract them from their own
powerlessness. The same principle today applies to
televisions, videos and mass sports like football, which
are all used to enable the superficial citizens to escape
from the oppressive void of their existence.
What are the media diverting from?
What could man perhaps find out or realize if
he wasn’t constantly diverted?
It is well known that a third party is usually gaining
from the conflict of two others. If we enlarge this
thought for persons to countries or to the whole planet,
then we will still find it valid. Banking systems, for
example, that had loaned money to a warring nation have
a vested interest in seeing that war drag on.
Wars and unrest can also convince a people to
accept the setting up of institutions, and to even welcome
them, that under normal circumstances it would never
have accepted (e.g. NATO, UN).
On the whole, though, those not especially
interested, excepting the dead, will find no link between
the wars of the last centuries.
Could it be that wars benefit others besides the arms
industry? What is it that prompts people again and again
to hate to such an extent that they are ready to kill their
own species for it? What can be so important to
extinguish other lives for? Has nothing been learned
from the millions and billions that have already died in
wars, and from the pain thus induced?
In Yugoslavia, for instance, several peoples had been
living together peacefully for many decades just to
slaughter each other now. What is it in these people that
their brothers who lived in the same village, speak the
same language, look similar, wear the same clothes, who
love and enjoy, laugh and cry just as they do, are

suddenly their bitterest enemies, so they slaughter their
children, rape their wives and mothers, put the men into
concentration camps...
Don’t we know this from somewhere already?
Have really ideological reasons of certain
groups led to these wars, or might there be
somebody else pulling strings in the wings?
Who could that third part be?
Where does that concept of the enemy originate
that we are fed by religions, schoolbooks and the
mass media?
What are the aims of those who engender these
concepts of the enemy and have them constantly
suggested to us?
Who would profit most from the rising hatred
and the degeneration of humanity?
Perhaps it is to Satan, Lucifer, Ariman,
Baphomet or other intangible entities that one
would like to pass the blame? Perhaps.
In this book the story of some very tangible people
is told, who in 1773, in a house in the Judenstrasse
(Jews’ Street) in Frankfurt, planned to pave the way for
a “One World Government” by the year 2000 with three
world wars. A perfectly worked out plan using the fears
and weaknesses of the people against them.
To aim for a world government is nothing new,
even today the Vatican wants to make this world a
catholic one. And history shows that to this end it let
millions of people be tortured and killed.
Islam has the same objective, and today has the best
chances to achieve it as Islam is now the largest and also
the most fanatical religion.
The “pan-Slavic” ideology of Russia, originally voiced
by William the Great, asking for the elimination of
Germany and Austria in order to take India and Persia after
having subjugated Europe, is another along those lines.
A further ideology to be mentioned is the one asking
for a confederation of Asian states under Japan with the
motto “Asia to the Asians”.
Last but not least there is the “pan-Germanic”
ideology planning a control of Europe by Germany, later
to be extended to the whole world.
Yet the persons mentioned in this book are
independent of any creed and do not belong to any
nation. They are neither “rightist” nor “leftist” nor
“liberal” but they use ALL institutions for their
objectives. They are members of one organization or
another, but just to hinder any research, to confuse
the “curious” and put them on the wrong track. They
use Christians and Jews, fascists and communists,
Zionists and Mormons, atheists and Satanists, the poor
and the rich... EVERYONE!
Above all thought they use the ignorant, the lazy, the
uninterested and the uncritical. Among insiders these
persons are called “ILLUMINATI” (the enlightened ones,
the initiates), Big Brother, the invisible government, the
Grey Men, the shadow government, the secret
government, the establishment...
As far as I know, the so-called “Illuminati” started
their dealings on this world about 300,000 BC, when the
“BROTHERHOOD OF THE SNAKE” in Mesopotamia
was infiltrated by the group of people we call “Illuminati”
today and was misused for their negative aims. It is not
only possible, but very likely that this drama had started
much earlier, at the time when the “ego” developed. But
because of the work of the “Brotherhood of the Snake”
we can trace this activity back to a time in history
which was followed by groups like Jews, Christians,
Freemasons or other religious sects only 3,000
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generations later. Today this “game” is played among
others by a few members of the Zionist community, as
the book will show, but it has neither started with them
nor will it end with them. What had started way back
then is today still following the same rules. It suffices
therefore to look into the present situation to recognize
where the problems are.
If one wants to categorize the thought or belief
system of the Illuminati at all, then perhaps one has to
choose “Machiavellism” which justifies power politics
without ethical standards, thence: political
unscrupulousness.
An example: POWER
You are the new king of a country and you want to
make sure to remain king. So you call two persons to
you, one after the other, of whom you are sure that they
would do as told.
The first one you educate according to “leftist”
principles and you give him funds to set up a party.
The second you also finance, but you ask him to
found a “right wing” party.
Now you have established two opposing parties, you
finance propaganda, elections, activities and thus you
always know their plans. You control them both. If
you want one of them to be ahead, you just give them
more funds than the other. Both leaders think you’re on
their side, and you are the “friend” of both.
The people will be so caught-up in this to-ing and
fro-ing of “left” and “right” that they will never suspect
that you as their king might be behind the dispute.
The people will even ask you for help and advice.
In the American Civil War (1861-1865) the Northern
states (who opposed slavery) fought the Southern states
(who were for slavery).
Before the war the ROTHSCHILD family had agents
stir up pro-union feelings in the Northern states. Other
agents, though, at the same time fanned secessionist
feelings in the Southern states.
When the war started The London Rothschild bank
financed the North and the Paris Rothschild bank the South.
The only real winners in this war were the
ROTHSCHILDS.
To summarize the system:
1. One creates conflicts where people fight each
other and not the true instigator.
2. One is never seen as the instigator of the
conflicts.
3. One supports all warring parties.
4. One is seen as a “benefactor” who could
end the conflict.
Since the “Illuminati” want to attain world power,
their way to achievement is to sow as much discord as
possible between the people and nations of the world so
these will be caught up in a net of misinformation and
will never find out who is really behind it all. The
international SECRET SOCIETIES which we are about
to look into are their mightiest tool for sowing discord
among the people. At the same time people are
constantly involved in wars amongst themselves that
eventually they will tire of it and will “plead” for a
WORLD GOVERNMENT.
And here we see the plan. The “beneficial
organisation” will be called upon to end the conflict. And
who is this on this planet? The UN! Let us see who
is actually behind the UN.
The “Illuminati” mentioned here are not just anybody,
they are the richest people in the world.
They never appear on TV or in other media, since
they not only own and therefore control all the mass
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media, but also the news agencies. And if ever
something gets to be known about them, it is either
neutral or positive.
The largest part of the population does not even
know their names. And the authors who already
uncovered some of their machinations never became
famous, although they should have been awarded the
Nobel prize.
It would be good to stand up against this, but how
can 6 billion people fight against something they don’t
even know exists?
It is a fact that almost the same number of people
are so caught up in their own personal “problems” they
never had—or lost in the meantime—the over-all view of
what happens in the world and around them. The
majority is suffering from “political frustration” and have
therefore pulled out. Lack of time, failing interest and
insufficient discrimination because of a lack in specialized
knowledge have led to this “abstinence”. But pulling out
will not change anything here, on the contrary, this is
what our “helmsmen” want. Every single one giving up
makes it easier for them to reach their goal. Thus the
first thing to do is to gain knowledge of these goings-on.
And as a great world teacher said:
“Find Truth, for Truth Will Set You Free!”
Once could divide humanity into three types:
1. Those who cause things to happen,
2. Those who just watch what happens and
3. Those who are surprised at what has happened.
For this reason this book is “my” contribution to
bring some of these happenings to light. It tries to pass
on the knowledge about some of the things that have
been kept secret by the people who pull the strings upon
this planet. The reader shall be enabled, if he just found
himself under item 3, to at least advance to item 2, if not
to item 1!
As the author of this book I am not representing any
interest group, religious sect or nation. I am a human
being upon this planet Earth who claims his right to
freedom and free development in order to fulfill his task
here. And as I very much value peace among the
nations and in human relations—just as a large segment
of humanity does, hopefully—I see it as my personal
responsibility to at least present this information to my
fellow men to enable them to make their own decisions.
The following should not just be swallowed without
chewing first, as one would the stories that are served
to us daily in the media.
I would recommend that superficial people who are
happy with things as they are, close the book right here.
But those who are used to looking behind the scenes may
find a few far-reaching and challenging stimuli revealed.
If we see ourselves as real “finders” of truth and not
just as life-long “seekers”, we should grasp any possibility
to gain new knowledge, to test and eventually accept it.
This could mean that if our mind is full of accepted
views, opinions, dogmas or a set view of the world there
is no more room for further TRUTH and that perhaps
truth looks quite different from what we imagined.
Thus is why I am asking you here, at the outset, to
remain open.
Forget your religious, political and ethnic bias and
opinions for the length of this book and let us be just
human beings, like children, open and ready to learn.
And let us try not to compare what is said here with
a fixed view or with somebody else’s opinion, but to
follow our intuition, our feelings and to determine for
ourselves if this information rings true—even if in the
end we find it upsetting.

Let us switch off our set modes of thinking that
would say: “Oh my God, if all this were true, what
meaning does my life have, and what is my role in all
this?”
No panic, the last chapter will deal with this at
length.
This book calls for the reader to become self-critical
and thus a really responsible citizen. Search for yourself,
find “your own truth” and examine things without
prejudice. Nevertheless I will try on the following pages
to stick to historical facts even if they are not yet widely
perceived as such. I left my personal theories out in
order to give a summary of the sources that are
mentioned at the end of the book and that are generally
accessible.
[END OF QUOTING “PREFACE”, PART 1]
[H: Dharma, a good place to break so that the
portions are not unwieldy and also to allow a review
of the typing. We can then have the “Introduction”
to lead into the segments to follow in a more orderly
sequence.]
5/13/01—#3 (14-170)
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES [QUOTING:]
(PART 2)
INTRODUCTION
There are two levels of historical reality. The first
is the general so-called public opinion that is served to
the average citizen by the mass media and will later,
because of persons writing it down, become history.
The second one, though, is made up of the happenings
that are not revealed to the public. This is the world of
the machinations by secret lodges and secret societies
which interlink capital, politics, economy and religion.
On this level nations are made, wars are instigated,
presidents and leaders are put in office and, in case they
don’t function, eliminated.
The citizen who fashions his opinion and his view of
the world from what he gathers from the mass media
like news papers, TV, radio, book learning and common
literature will find most of the things revealed in the
following pages unfamiliar.
Thoughts like: “I never heard of that!” are
understandable because secrets and the dealings of secret
lodges only fulfill their purpose if they do remain secret.
But the very existence of secret lodges shows that there
must be something that the lodge brothers find important
to keep secret.
What could that be?
As I will show, many lodge brothers of different
secret societies find themselves in positions that one can
only dream about. This shows that whatever they keep
secret from you has elevated them to these positions.
Let me give you just one example here to illustrate
what I mean with “dream position”:
One of the main organizations pulling strings in the
U.S. is the CFR (Council on Foreign Relations). This
semi-secret organization is dominated by the Rockefeller
syndicate and a European secret society called
“COMMITTEE OF 300” (explanation follows).
In the list of members of the “Committee of 300”
that I got from Dr. John Coleman’s book Conspirators’
Hierarchy: The Committee of 300 I found among others:
“SIR JOHN J. LOUDEN
“He is the representative in London of the ‘N.M.
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Rothschild Bank’.
“His other positions are as follows:
“Chairman of the international advisory committee of
the ‘Chase Manhattan Bank’ (Rockefeller).
“Chairman of ‘Royal Dutch Petroleum’,
“Director of the ‘Shell Petroleum Co. Ltd.’ and
“Trustee of the ‘Ford Foundation’.”
This shows extraordinary power and influence in a
single person. But how did he get there?
This now has to do with the secret societies and
orders of which he is a member. In this case it is the
“Committee of 300”. And in that committee there are
300 persons of the same calibre amongst themselves (and
he most certainly is not the mightiest). Can you imagine
that decisions and resolutions made in meetings of these
people can have a very great influence upon what
happens in the world?
These persons keep secrets from the public. They
know some things that we do not, and therefore those
who call themselves the “ILLUMINATI” (the enlightened
ones, the initiates) are incredibly powerful. Wouldn’t you
like to know what the secrets are the “Illuminati” keep
from you?
Almost all the secrets have to do with the past of
our planet, the history and the origin of humanity (how
and where?), the reason for our being here, the so-called
UFOs and the consequences thereof (UFOs = Unknown
[Unidentified] Flying Objects, the common name for
flying devices with two counter-rotating magnetic fields,
mostly cigar- or saucer-shaped and of terrestrial or
extraterrestrial origin).
I presume that the word UFO is not welcome to
some. That is why it is so important to be open for new
things! And the subject of UFOs is not new, on the
contrary. People in Europe have been just as
misinformed as everyone else upon this Earth where
UFOs are concerned. And that again has to do with the
Illuminati who control the media!
Especially here in Germany. I would like to give
here an example to show just how real and earthly the
background to this phenomenon can be:
Beside the “THULE-GESELLSCHAFT” (Thule
Society), which will be described in detail later, there was
another secret order in the third Reich, the “VRILGESELLSCHAFT”. This was mainly occupied with the
building of UFOs. They had, next to Viktor Schauberger
and Dr. W.O. Schumann, also Schriever, Habermohl,
Miethe, Epp and Belluzo working for them, whose
developments will perhaps be remembered by the British
and American pilots still alive as “Foo Fighters”. Their
developments were greatly accelerated after—according
to them—an “extraterrestrial” saucer went down in the
Black Forest in 1936 and was hardly damaged. After
having scrupulously studied the drive and having joined
the findings to the already enormous body of knowledge
of the “Vril-Gesellschaft” about implosion and antigravity
they started to build their own prototypes.
Developments like the “Vril-7” (V7), a disc-shaped
supersonic helicopter (not to be confounded with the V1
and V2 cruise missiles) were so astounding that today’s
stealth bombers look like toys in comparison. The Vril7 developed by Richard Miethe for example and equipped
with twelve BMW 028 turbo-units reached in a test flight
in Peenemunde on February 14, 1944 in vertical take-off
the height of 24,200 metres and in horizontal flight a
speed of 2,200 km/h. By the end of 1942 several units
of the circular aircraft RFZ 6 with the name “Haunebu
II” had already been built. It had a diameter of 32
metres and a height at the central axis of 11 metres and
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near the ground it reached a speed of over 6,000 km/h.
It had an operational range of 55 hours, took off
vertically and could fly horizontally, vertically and—most
importantly—manoeuvre at right angles (a movement
typical of all the UFOs observed all over the world).
Later Vril developments were even more successful;
as early as the beginning of 1945 they succeeded in
flying around the globe in a few hours. A largecapacity version of the Haunebu II had a diameter of
120 metres and had integrated sleeping quarters. Just
think why one would need sleeping quarters if one
could fly around the world in a few hours? (More
about the “Vril-Gesellschaft” and its developments in
the chapter named accordingly).
Many will now ask: “Why did Hitler not win the war
if he had technologies like these at his disposal?” The
reason is that although a large number of these flying
disks showed incredible performance, yet they were well
nigh unusable in a military context. The reason was that
the magnetic field produced by the levitation drive acted
like a protective shield around the craft and, while it
rendered it almost impossible to shoot down, was almost
impossible for the “conventional” weapons carried to
penetrate without “friction”. The projects were under the
supervision of the “Vril-Gesellschaft” and of the SS E IV
(Secret Development Centre for Alternative Energy of
the SS), i.e., they were not directly under Hitler’s and the
NSDAP’s orders and basically were not planned for war
use. Only later when Germany’s situation deteriorated
did one think about using the flying discs in the war.
Another reason is that most people have no idea
what Hitler’s real aims were, where he had been
educated, of which lodges he was a member, whose
ideology he adopted, who put him in his position, who
financed him and what reasons there were behind the
Second World War. Hitler’s ideology had nothing to do
with what we call today the “general reality” and with
what is told about the Third Reich in schoolbooks.
Hitler was a mystic and an occultist down to his shoes,
and to understand what happened in the Third Reich one
has to look at it from this viewpoint, too. To most
“materialists” among the historians, the Nuremberg Trials
were a mixture of Grimm’s fairy tales and stories from
the mentally sick, because they were unable to think
themselves into the roles of the defendants, nor had they
the necessary knowledge to understand the stories these
people told. Dieter Ruggeberg puts this very aptly: “Only
an occultist can recognize an occultist!”
The chapters about the “Thule-Gesellschaft” and the
“Vril-Gesellschaft” will explain the ideology of these
people in more detail. Hitler and his secret societies
knew a lot more about the origin of humanity, the
structure of the Earth, antigravity and “free energy” than
we are taught today. That is also why all writings and
books that could divulge this knowledge were removed
or banned by the Allies, to ensure that humanity will
remain easily manipulated. The Allies’ main interest were
the technologies of the “Vril-Gesellschaft”. These were
the best-kept secrets of the Third Reich. The Russians
got their hands on the construction designs first, the
scientists like Viktor Schauberger and Wernher von
Braun became—in the operation “Paperclip”—the prey of
the Americans. The resulting developments of flying
machines are under the highest security rating of the U.S.
of A. They were also the reason why J.F. Kennedy had
to die (see the chapter “The Kennedy Assassination”).
There were, though, quite different experiments
conducted in the Third Reich which would all but
destroy the views of the world so far erected by the

readers if given here. Therefore they will later be treated
separately. Why have most people never heard about
these things? For instance about the founding of the
German state “Neuschwabenland” (New Swabia) in the
Antarctic during the Second World War? And why did
U.S. Admiral Richard E. Byrd require almost 4,000 armed
troops, an aircraft carrier and full military support when
he went to explore the Antarctic? And why did only a
few hundred of them return? Many open questions.
Why have only few people heard of these things, or
of the developments of NIKOLA TESLA, among which
were free energy machines, energy transfer without
cables, antigravitation and the changing of the weather by
the aimed use of “standing waves”? What consequences
would the knowledge about free energy forms and about
the use of flying saucers, which only use a magnetic
field for an energy source, have? Especially if every
citizen would have access to it, for their cars for
example? No more “Fill ‘er up!”
No pollutants, no pollution of the environment. No
nuclear power stations any more; people could no longer
be kept locked within the boundaries of a country, and
we all would have more free time because we wouldn’t
have to work to pay for heating, petrol and electricity (in
this time one could think a lot, perhaps about the
meaning of life). And these energy forms exist. They
have been existing for at least ninety years and have been
kept secret all this time.
Why were they kept secret?
Because people on this Earth are controlled by
energy, food and the retention of knowledge. If the
knowledge about these things and their use would be
available to all, the Illuminati or other “egotists” could
no longer play their power games. Churches, sects
and drugs would lose their importance. Therefore it
is imperative for the Illuminati to keep these things
from the rest of the world, in order to feed their greed
and their ego with their might.
This was a side trip just to show that the UFO
theme is more explosive and real than many would
have it. The “strategy of ridicule” used by the
Anglo-American establishment has so far cost
several billion dollars, just to denigrate the UFO
theme by the mass media successfully.
On top of that: The first law in a secret lodge is
never to be mentioned publicly, even saying the lodge
name by a lodge brother is punishable by death in certain
cases (in the “99 lodge” for example).
In the secret school of Pythagoras pronouncing the
last theorem, the “octagon” was also punishable by
death. The octagon is an important key to understanding
the “Merkabah” (the human geometric magnetic fields)
and is therefore “illuminating”, that means a solution to
our problems. (Mer-ka-bah = two counter-rotating light
fields, which transport both body and spirit =
dematerialization and teleportation of the body.)
Secrecy is a proper power. It allows the execution
of operations without them being hindered by legal
entanglements or potential opponents, and it also fosters
the interchange of higher knowledge among the knowing.
Let us look here at the key scene from Umberto
Eco’s In the Name of the Rose, when the blind abbot
asks the researching William of Baskerville: “What do you
actually want?” Baskerville answers” “I want the Greek
book which you say was never written. A book dealing
exclusively with comedy that you hate as much as
laughter. Yet it is perhaps the only surviving copy of
the second book of poetics by Aristotle. Many books
deal with comedy, why is just this one so dangerous?”
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And abbot says: “Because it’s by Aristotle!”
Baskerville: “What is so disquieting about
people laughing?”
The abbot: “Laughter kills fear, and without
fear there is no faith. Who does not fear the devil
no longer needs a God.”
(With this sentence we are nearer a solution to
many problems we ever had on this planet than we
believe. Perhaps some of you knew this already or
will hopefully soon find out. Maybe you should
read this paragraph a second time.)
When a secret lodge is deceiving the public
with fraud and manipulation in order to attain
political and economic power—at other people’s
expense—then secrecy, as in the foregoing
example, can become a deadly tool.
Of course I am not saying that all secret societies
are destructive or evil. One of the many branches of
Freemasonry for instance evolved after 1307 from the
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR whom the Vatican, under
pressure by the French King Philippe IV, persecuted.
Those who escaped capture and torture by the
Inquisition mainly went to Portugal, England and
Scotland, where for centuries they worked in secret
to bring justice to the world and to further human
rights. Yet history shows at the same time that the
secret societies like the 33rd degree of the Scottish
Rite of Freemasons can be a dangerous power with
the ability to set up and to depose governments and
to use secret alliances for global alterations.
Many books have been written about the Illuminati,
mostly in English. Personally I disliked the fact that they
were often written by fanatics, fanatical Christians,
fanatical Mormons, fanatical Jehovah’s Witnesses, by
fanatical rightists or leftists, etc., who had realized what
happened around them, but had argued from their
subjective view point and in the end pointed just to other
groups or Satan as the culprits. So I tried to collect the
facts from the different fields of politics, religion and
finance that in my opinion were most important and to
summarize them without evaluation, so they are also
acceptable to non-religious and other free and thinking
persons and that dealing with the cause can be done by
everybody, whether they be white, black or yellow. And
you will understand why the Illuminati are interested that
a single human being may not know everything.
No author will perhaps 100% succeed in painting a
complete picture of the entanglements upon this planet,
therefore the main focus of this book is to show you what
the persons mentioned want and how they go about it.
As I said, the operations of the Illuminati go back to
Sumerian times at least, but dealing with that would go
too far here and would miss the actual point. So we
will start with the Freemasons. It is sufficient to go
back three hundred years, for although the names and
institutions change in the course of history, the power
behind them remains the same.
In summary we can state already here that
there are many more secret lodges and orders—and
for a longer time—than will be mentioned in this
book. This compilation shall let you recognize the
intertwining and give you a feeling for the fact
that, more than ever, powerful people exist whose
sense of values is “a bit different”.
This book shall give you an insight into the negative
global entanglement. Since our material world can only
exist in polarities, we may assume that an equally
powerful potential of positive and constructive forces has
to keep the balance. Only most people are not aware of
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these powers and the effects of a purposeful utilisation
thereof, and this is one of the reasons why they still
allow themselves to be so misused.
My main goal is to show positive ways to
counter these negative situations so we may free
ourselves and develop a new understanding of cosmic
forces (cosmos = Greek: “order”), global networking,
human relations and personal heightening of the
awareness according to the emerging new age.
Please don’t be disheartened if the concentrated
brew of information proves too much for you to
stomach in one go. Should you have a problem
understanding certain passages or feel lost in the
entanglements, please do not jump over any paragraphs,
because they all help to give a coherent picture. Rather
take the time and read those passages again.
The lists of literature enable you to research
for yourself and invite you to a further trip through
the jungle of information. My historical review is
just touching the tip of an iceberg or, to stay
within the context, the tip of a pyramid.

organizations behind the crusades against the Muslims.
Although these orders were inimical to each other, they
fought together for Christianity.
It is no coincidence that there is a vagueness about
the KNIGHTS TEMPLAR and their historical and occult
background, for this uncertainty was established
purposefully—especially during the past 150 years. The
secret about the Templars would not be if it had not been
made to be by circles and powers who had and have an
understandable interest—from their point of view—to
keep the truth in obscurity.
Thus it came to pass that the Templars shared a
common destiny with their Lord Jesus Christ: As the
latter’s teachings had been perverted and reversed when
the Old Testament he had so vehemently fought against
was added to the Christian doctrine, so was the spirit of
the Order of the Templars also turned. In both cases the
central point of the falsification was the same. In recent
times several “neo-pseudo Templar orders” have sprung
up. Among these you certainly find people of good
intent, but also charlatans and servants of exactly that
spirit the old Templars had fought. An amalgamation of
the name and spirit of the Templars with components of
Freemasonry is utterly grotesque, yet is was done (the
Knights Templar degree in the York Rite).
Two very pious men stood at the outset of the Order
of the Knights Templar: Hugues de Payens and Geoffroy
de St. Omer, a Frank and a Norman. They collected a
group of friends spirited by a faith typical of the Middle
Ages, a faith so powerful that we can hardly imagine it
today. Christmas 1117 this small circle decided to form
a group for the protection of pilgrims in Jerusalem. It
was their only wish to serve the Lord Jesus Christ and
the faith. The group now grown to nine knights stood
rather alone—they had no protection nor adequate funds.
Next spring the group went to Baldwin I., Latin king
of Jerusalem, and to the patriarch. Their intent was
lauded, and—after having lived in the “German House”,
a hospital run by Germans—they were soon given
quarters on the ancient site of the Temple. And although
this earned them the name of KNIGHTS TEMPLAR, they
always understood themselves to be the BROTHERS
OF THE TRUE TEMPLE OF CHRIST by which they
meant the INNER TEMPLE OF THE SOUL.
The history of the Templars would be quite different
and probably rather unimportant had they not discovered in
the ruins of the Temple a rather remarkable find the Knights
did not at first know what to do with: These were remains
of Hebrew writings, small scraps really, but whose
contents would soon become of utmost importance to the
Templars and the Order’s history from then on. These
scraps were sent to the erudite Etienne Harding who got
them translated. And this became the impetus for all that
followed. The find proved to be fragments of statements
by Jewish eschaimin (spies) who at the order of the
priesthood reported on the actions of the “cursed mamzer
(son of a whore) Jesus” and his “blasphemy against the
God of Israel”. And the contents of these reports
conflicted absolutely with what was commonly preached!
According to them, Jesus called the Hebrew god
“JAHVEH” Satan and reproached the Jews for having
made the devil himself into their only god. Traces of this
can still be found in the Gospel of John in the New
Testament, where Jesus tells the Jews “You belong to
your father, the devil...” (John 8:44). There had to have
been an immense falsification of the teachings of Christ!
To understand the profound shock that hit the
Templars one has to think of their strong faith. The God
that the Church taught as “Father of Christ” was in

***
CHAPTER 1
TOO MANY LODGES SPOIL THE BROTH
FREEMASONRY is one of the oldest organizations
still in existence today. Papyrus scrolls that were found
in 1888 in excavations in the Libyan desert describe
secret meetings of similar groups 2000 BC. These
brotherhoods had already been involved in the building of
the Temple of Solomon and fulfilled then their functions
similar to today’s unions, yet they already had a mystical
tradition. The objective of Masonry is given as the inner
transformation through spiritual perfection in reverence
of God. Since Freemasons belong to different religions,
they call this God the “Great Builder of All Worlds”.
Further references are found in the Egyptian Book
of the Dead and the God Thoth who had been their
Grand Master. “Grand Master” is the usual title for
the highest leaders. The spiritual knowledge of the
Freemasons had been replaced by symbols, allegories
and rituals which served communication. (A secret
language with symbols, e.g., the Masonic ritual
handshake, the pyramid, the pentagram, the use of the
numbers 3, 7, 13 and 33 in coats of arms, emblems
and today in company logos and names.)
The most important symbol in many organizations,
including Freemasonry, is the apron. The apron which
at the outset was simple and unadorned was replaced by
the PRIESTHOOD OF MELCHIZEDEK around 2200 BC
by a white lambskin and is still used like that today. In
ancient Egypt the Gods who according to old
traditions were flying the “Divine Ships” were
represented in temple paintings with the apron. Later
the priests wore the apron as a sign of devotion to the
“flying gods” and as a sign of authority, representing
the Gods, over the people. The members of the
“BROTHERHOOD OF THE SNAKE” already wore the
apron around 3400 BC. to show their submission to
the Gods who came from heaven in “flying wheels”.
It is doubtful that the lower grades of the different
lodges today know the initial use of the apron.
Before 1307 the KNIGHTS TEMPLAR—together
with the KNIGHTS OF ST JOHN OF JERUSALEM and
in part the TEUTONIC KNIGHTS (these two were
originally charitable orders)—were the leading
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Jesus’ own words the devil whom to fight he had come
to Earth! A study of the Bible soon revealed to the
common sense of the simple Templars that the teachings
of Jesus and the Old Testament were diametrically
opposed and therefore could never belong together.
Furthermore the Jews never called their god “Father” but
“JAHVEH” and “EL SHADDAI”. El Shaddai, though,
was Sheitan, i.e., the fallen angel! (shaddeim = depravity,
el = archangel. EL is often wrongly translated with
God. “GOD” however is IL in the old oriental tongues).
[H: Come on, readers, this is all historical fact
and has NOTHING to do with my translation of
meaning.
We present as it is presented.
Furthermore, however, we are in the LAND where
El Shaddai is the biggest breakoff from the ROMAN
Catholic sect and must be noted—in the form of
“charismatic leader” Brother Mike Velarde, in the
Philippines and now gaining great attention in the
United States and other places of note. You have to
now understand that the confrontations are between
LEADERS and again, as throughout history, the
masses of citizens are totally without knowing and
are manipulated by the power brokers.]
When in the year 1128 the formal founding of the
order took place where Bernard de Clairvaux—later St.
Bernard—acted in a sense as patron, the small gathering
already had a secret: It was their determination to penetrate
the truth of the Christ. Up to then there was only
uncertainty—soon one would know for sure. But one has
to understand this determination as that of a group of
almost naively pious knights who just wanted to serve their
Lord Jesus Christ and to rediscover His true teachings.
There was nothing aggressive in this, for they were not
insinuating any evil wrongdoing. It was Bernard who told
them that their ambitions would be frowned upon and that
it would be wise not to lay their thoughts open.
In the following years no further indications of the
original teaching of Christ were found. The Order of the
Templars now took on military tasks. The “secret” soon
only lived on in the memories of a few, mainly Provencal
brothers. The practical requirements in the Orient left
little time or space to care about the secret.
The closer contact with Islam was giving new
impulses. Some letters attributed to Ali Ibn Abu
Thalib (Imam Ali) fell into the hands of a Templar
unit during an advance on Damascus. In these Ali
told of a later falsification of the Koran which he
likened to the adulterations in the Gospels of Christ.
These papers got to the Provence where the old thought
resurfaced to search of the truth of the Christ.
Now things happened in quick succession: A
document was passed on to the Provencal commandery
which most probably came from Cathar circles. No
wonder then that later the Templars refused to take part
in the “crusade” against the Cathars. It was a piece of
the original Gospel of John, written by the heretic
Marcion in 94 AD. A letter was enclosed that gave
a brief history of Marcion’s life. Here we should state
that Marcion succeeded in founding an important,
purely Christian movement between 90 and 130 AD.
that only started to decline after he was murdered.
Marcion, who had actually met the apostle John,
taught that Jesus Christ was God incarnate, that there
was no “father-god Jahveh”, but that this Hebrew god
was Satan himself. He further said that Jesus
promised the people “self-healing”, so only the
goodwill of an individual was required, but no temples
and hence no Church organization.
From then on an “Order within the Order”
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established itself, a proper sworn Marcionite group. This
special formation within the Order of the Templars was
mainly made up of Provencals and Germans. The
majority of the Knights Templar at that time certainly
never knew why the cross of the Order was changed
from the simple equal-armed one to the “Knights’ Cross”.
In the beginning the “Knights’ Crosses” known today did
not yet exist. The Templars wore a simple red cross
in their white cloaks. Only the surreptitious influence
of the Marcionites made the “Marcionite Cross”—the
cross of thorns—the symbol of the Templars!
In early Christian times the cross of thorns had been
the symbol of the Marcionites; it was the “Heretics’
Cross”. It is said that the Evangelist John had fashioned
a cross from thorns for the Holy Mother Mary.
Marcion then chose the red cross of thorns as a sign of
pure Christianity. To the initiate the Knights’ Cross then
is the symbol Marcion’s. In later times appeared the
double cross of thorns of the Templars’ esoteric science.
At the same time the Templars’ battle cry “Vive Dieu
Saint Amour!” (Long live the God of Holy Love) emerged
to express the exclusive turning to Christ and the
renunciation of the Old Testament “god of revenge” image.
The majority of people both within and without the
Order were of course not privy to the underlying reasons
of all this. The time did not yet appear right; one was
still awaiting further irrefutable proof in documents of
early Christianity. And such documents were indeed
found, although in very roundabout ways too complicated
to retell here. Suffice to say that two Templars found
a very old Marcionite cache in some ruins in Carthage.
They were not there by accident, but following the
trail of Marcion who had been there quite often. They
found not just scraps of the original writings of John
and Matthew but also an old Carthaginian faith and
creation manuscript including the Greek translation
probably by Marcion himself. And in the manuscript,
the “Ilu Aschera”, one could recognize the true
foundations of the teachings of Christ.
Of the “Templar revelation” from the year 1236 it is
only important to mention that it heralds a bright realm
in the “land of midnight” (Germany) the precursors of
which should be the select of the Knights Templar.
The revelation occurred when a female manifestation
appeared to two knights in a room of the old Carthage
and gave them that very message. Because of this
vision Berlin-Temple of (“temple court”) was founded
as the Northern capital of the “New Babylon”.
What creed, what attitude of mind and what view of
the world did the Templars actually represent?
The medieval Occident rested on three pillars: The
Jewish-Christian religion, the finance and trade economy
based on the permission to ask for interest given in the
Old Testament, and the principle of an absolutist rule.
The Templars aimed at pulling those pillars down as soon
as time and their growing possibilities for action were
right. So, the elimination of the Jewish-Christian church
and the establishment instead of an early Christian
denomination with the exclusion of all Old Testament
components, resulting from this a revolutionary
change of the financial and economic system and a
ban on interest, the abolition of the absolutist
monarchies and the establishment of an aristocraticrepublican order. This of course shows that the ruling
powers had to seek to destroy the Templars.
After the fall of Jerusalem, which meant the final
victory of the Muslims, the Knights of the Order of St.
John fled the Holy Land and in the following years lived
on Mediterranean islands whose names they used in their

titles. So they were first called the “KNIGHTS OF
RHODES”, then the “KNIGHTS OF MALTA”. They
became an amazing military and naval force in the
Mediterranean until they were defeated by Napoleon in
1789. In 1834 their headquarters had been transferred
to Rome, and today they are known as the
“SOVEREIGN AND MILITARY ORDER OF MALTA”
(SMOM) (the Maltese Cross). Members are, among
others, the deceased William Casey (Ex-Chief of the
CIA 1981-87), Alexander Haig (former U.S. Secretary
of State), Lee Iacocca (Chairman of Chrysler Corp.),
James Buckley (Radio Free Europe), John McCone
(CIA-Chief under Kennedy), Alexandre de Marenches
(Head of the French Secret Service) and Valerie
Giscard d’Estaing (former president of France).
Because they failed to save the Holy Land, the
Knights Templar fell on difficult times. Therefore in
1307 they were persecuted by the Vatican at the
instigation of Philippe IV (“Le Bel”, The Fair). They
were accused of Satanic and other practices, and of
course King Philippe had always envied them their
power and privileges. So the Knights Templar flew
France to seek refuge in safer lands like Portugal,
England and Scotland where the Vatican’s might was
diminished. There some of them joined the already
existing Masonic lodges and worked under new
identities for the Protestant Reformation to revenge
their persecution by the Catholic Church.
Another group of Templars was re-established in
Portugal. There they changed their name to “Knights of
Christ” and later they were rehabilitated by Pope Clement
V. They again gained substantial power.
On March 18, 1314, Philippe IV had the Grand
Master JACQUES DE MOLAY burnt at the stake in
front of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris.
The FRANCISCANS and the DOMINICANS were
two further institutions at the time of the Crusades. The
FRANCISCANS adopted the robe with the cord and
thew tonsure from the Egyptian brotherhood at El
Amarna and were quite humane. The DOMINICANS,
however, were the tools of probably the most cruel
institution ever created by man: The Catholic Inquisition.
In 14th century Germany, the highest initiates of the
“BROTHERHOOD OF THE SNAKE”, together with its
body of knowledge, appeared for the first time under the
Latin name of “ILLUMINATI” (the biblical term for
snake, “nahash” derives from the root NHSH which
means “decipher, discover”; the Latin term “illuminare”
means “to illumine, to recognize, to know”). One of the
main branches of the Illuminati in Germany was the
mystical Rosicrucians who were introduced at the
beginning of the 9th century by Charlemagne. The first
official lodge was founded in Worms in 1100 AD. The
Rosicrucians had the nerve to pretend to have knowledge
of the (extraterrestrial) origin of humanity and of the
Egyptian esoteric doctrine. They were commended for
their work with mystical symbols and their alchemy.
The connection between Rosicrucians and the Illuminati
was very close, so that rising in the secret initiation
degrees often led to being admitted by the Illuminati.
The reason that ROSICRUCIANS are very
difficult to trace is that every large branch of the
brotherhood worked openly for 108 years after its
foundation, only to continue the next 108 years in
secret. These changing phases created the impression
that the order had disappeared in the meantime and so
made the brothers’ work easier.
Some authors give 1614 as the year the Rosicrucians
order was established because then a document was
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published in Hesse announcing their existence and calling
for members to sign up. At this time another phase of
public work had started. The document called for people
to give up false teachers like the Pope, Aristotle and
Galen (a popular physician of antiquity); it told the
story of the fictitious “Christian Rosenkreutz”—to
symbolize their founding. Today the latter is often
falsely given as the true founder. The system with
the 108-year cycle had been a real success!
The ROSICRUCIANS today are represented by
several branches who have developed into one of the
most positive orders and aim to use their knowledge for
the spiritual and mental deliverance of the individual (e.g.,
the AMORC, Antiquus Mysticus Order Rosae Crusis =
Ancient Mystical Order of the Rosy Cross).
The Illuminati and the Rosicrucians were the driving
force behind the religious drive during the years of
pestilence. They were joined by the “FRIENDS OF
GOD” who had a strong apocalyptic teaching and
demanded absolute obedience to their rulers. The whole
movement was later passed on to the “ORDER OF ST.
JOHN” whom Albert MacKey in his book
“Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry” calls a “Freemason
organization with a secret mission”.
MARTIN LUTHER also had close links to both the
Illuminati and the Rosicrucians, which insiders could
recognize by his seal (a rose and a cross with his initials,
like the seal of the Rosicrucians). At this time the
Catholic Church was led by Pope Leo X, the son of
LORENZO DI MEDICI. The latter was the head of a
rich international bankers’ family in Florence. One
generation before him Pope John XXII had given the
Medici family the task of collecting taxes and tithes for
the Church. This helped the Medici to become one of
the richest and most influential banking houses in Europe.
LUTHER’s rebellion against the Catholic Church was
justified because the latter had become a business
institution rather than a place of faith. One of the leading
personalities of the reformation was PHILIP OF HESSE,
called The Magnanimous, who founded the first
Protestant University at Marburg and organized a political
alliance against the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V.
After LUTHER’s death his confessional
community was supported by SIR FRANCIS
BACON, the highest Rosicrucian in England.
Under KING JAMES I Bacon coordinated the project
of writing an authorized Protestant English Bible. This
version was first published in 1611 and became as the
“King James Bible” the most widely used bible in the
English-speaking world. [H: Please read that again—
1611 and hardly 2000 years ago.]
The Counter-Reformation was led by a new
brotherhood, the Society of Jesus, better known as the
JESUITS. These were formed in 1534 by Ignatius
Loyola and they were a militant Catholic secret society
with secret rituals, symbolism and initiation degrees (the
oath for the 2nd degree demanded the death of all
Freemasons and Protestants). The JESUITS were sent
to England to fight against the Protestant heretics.
They very busily searched for heretics to punish,
which meant that the Freemasons really had to guard
their secrets else they stood to lose their heads.
The FREEMASONS worked in total secrecy in
England, Scotland and Ireland and promoted the
observance of human rights and of Protestantism. The
signing of the MAGNA CARTA was attended by the
Grand Masters of the Freemasons and of the Knights
Templar, and the different lodges were also responsible
for the Protestant movements in England and in Germany.
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In 1717 the London Masonic Lodge began to work
in public for they thought England to be safe enough.
This time is given in many history books as the start of
Freemasonry. That is officially correct, but their secret
work started thousands of years before, yet, as I
mentioned before, the secrecy would have been all but
pointless if today everybody would know when and
where the Freemasons had been up to what.
The public work by the London Lodge caused great
consternation among the other Masonic lodges who
accused the Londoners of treason. When this simmered
down, the Freemasons began to spread all over Europe
and the New World. Later they emerged in the New
World with the Declaration of Independence and with the
“Boston Tea Party” which was organized by the
BOSTON MASONIC LODGE.
John Locke, for instance, used the Masonic tenants
when he wrote the constitution of the offered colony of
South Carolina, which later became a Masonic bastion.
The writings of Sir Francis Bacon also reflect the
philosophies of the Freemasons.
The Declaration of Independence was written
and signed almost exclusively by Freemasons.
GEORGE WASHINGTON and most of his generals
were FREEMASONS. It is a fact that without the
work of the Freemasons the United States of
America would not exist today.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 1, PART 2]

eldest daughter of the DUKE OF YORK and sister of
Charles II. of England, and with the latter’s brother and
successor James II. WILLIAM and MARY were
married in 1677 and had a son, William III., who later
married Mary II., the daughter of James II. Now the
Dutch and British royal houses were related. In 1688
they forced the Stuarts, with the aid of the Whigs, a
party of influential English and Scot personalities, from
the throne, and in 1689 WILLIAM III. OF ORANGE was
named KING OF ENGLAND.
William III., who is purported to have been
Freemason, founded in the same year the LOYAL
ORANGE ORDER which is anti-Catholic and aimed at
firmly establishing Protestantism in England. The order
still exists today and has around 100,000 members in
Ireland where it is most strongly represented and is
fanning the flames of the religious war.
King William III. soon got England involved in costly
wars against Catholic France which got England deep in
debt. Here was William’s chance to return the favour to
the ELDERS OF ZION. With the aid of the agent
WILLIAM PATERSON he persuaded the Treasury to
borrow 1.25 million Pounds Sterling from the Jewish
bankers who had helped him to the throne.
Since the state’s debts had risen dramatically, the
government had no choice but to accept.
The lending conditions were as follows:
1. The names of the lenders are to remain secret,
and they are granted the right to establish a “Bank of
England” (CENTRAL BANK).
2. The directors of the said bank are permitted to
set the gold standard for paper money.
3. They are permitted to lend 10 pounds in paper
money for every pound of gold deposited.
4. They are permitted to consolidate the
national debt and to raise the sum from the people
by direct taxes.
Thus the first PRIVATE CENTRAL BANK, the
“Bank of England”, was established.
This kind of banking business brought a 50% profit
on an investment by the bank of 5%. The English people
had to pay for it. The lenders were not at all interested
to have the sums they had loaned repaid for the
indebtedness gave them political influence.
England’s national debt rose from 1,250,000 pounds
in 1694 to 16,000,000 pounds in 1698.
After William III. the HOUSE OF HANOVER
succeeded to the British throne and they are still there
today, for the WINDSORS descend in a direct line
from the House of Hanover. (The Hanoverians
provided all the monarchs up to 1901, when Edward
VII married the Danish princess Alexandra and the
name got changed to “Saxe-Coburg-Gotha”, the name
of Edward’s German father. On July 17, 1917 this
name was changed to WINDSOR, as it still is today.)
It is understandable that many English people were
“not amused” about the German rule, and several
organizations tried to bring the STUARTS back to the
throne. Because of this threat the Hanoverians did no
longer allow a permanent army in England and hired
the necessary troops from their own principality and
from German friends. Naturally these troops were
paid by the British treasury, which benefited the
Jewish central bankers. Most mercenaries came from
PRINCE WILLIAM IX. OF HESSE-HANAU who also
was a friend of the Hanoverians.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 2]
***
[QUOTING:]

***
Sorry, Dharma, I realize we have been at this
since early morning and it is now late evening,
however, we have many miles to go before we
sleep—as the saying goes. History must be preserved
and the revisions according to the Zionists will not
cut the TRUTH of it. We have to keep at our other
tasks as well, so please bear with us, chelas.
Salu, GCH
dharma
5/14/01—#1 (14-271)
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES [QUOTING:]
SECRET SOCIETIES (CONTINUED)
(PART 3)
CHAPTER 2
THE ELDERS OF ZION
Another secret organization of immense influence
sought to control England. The rich Jewish rabbis, the
religious and political leaders of the crushed Jewish
people, united their power in a group that became
known as “THE ELDERS OF ZION”. (The Zionists see
themselves as the “messianic” elite of Judaism and expect
all Jews of the world to show solidarity with their aims.
Manfred Adler: The Sons of Darkness Part 2.)
From 1640 to 1689 the “ELDERS OF ZION” in
the Netherlands planned the “English Revolution” (the
deposition of the Stuarts from the British throne), and
loaned money to the many splinter parties. Years
before they had used their influence to have
WILLIAM I. THE SILENT, a German prince of the
House of Nassau, lead the Dutch army and later to
make him WILLIAM PRINCE OF ORANGE.
They arranged a meeting between him and Mary, the
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CHAPTER 3
MASONRY EQUALS FREEDOM
In 1567 the English Freemasons split into two
lodges, the “York” and the “London”. The most
important time in the history of Freemasons though was
the beginning of the 17th Century, when the character of
a guild of stonemasons changed to that of a mystical and
occult one. The lodges were also opened for “nonmasons”, which led to the fact that around 1700 almost
70% of all Masons came from other professions.
On June 24, 1717, representatives of the four
British lodges met in London and founded the
English Grand Lodge, also called the “Mother
Grand Lodge of the World”.
The new initiation system had three degrees:
Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft and Master
Mason, the so-called “Blue Degrees”.
The Grand Lodge definitely wanted for the
Hanoverians to remain on the British throne and
thus “gave” the first two degrees to Frederick,
Prince of Wales, in 1737. Some of the later
generations of Hanoverians even became Grand
Masters (Augustus Frederick, King George IV.,
King Edward VII., and King George VI.)
Yet they also had enemies. In 1688, after the
overthrow of King James II., the Stuarts’
supporters started several groups, among them the
militant JACOBITES, attempting to bring the
Stuarts back to the throne.
A new branch of Freemasonry, the “Scottish
Templar Lodge” was founded by Andrew Michael
Ramsay in 1725 to support James III., and it took in
former Knights Templar. This lodge had higher degrees
than the Mother Grand Lodge in London, and by this it
was attempted to draw members from there.
1736 saw the founding of the “Grand Lodge of
Scotland” which also limited the guild aspect to a
minimum and fostered mysticism. In the Scottish
lodges Templar Freemasonry was widely adhered to
and later Templar degrees were given.
As we see, there were now two systems of
Freemasonry that were inimical, the Hanoverians in the
MOTHER GRAND LODGE in London and the Stuarts in
the SCOTTISH TEMPLAR LODGE. Who could be the
third party with an interest in this conflict?
Not the ILLUMINATI, mayhap?
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 3]
***
[QUOTING:]
CHAPTER 4
THE ROTHSCHILD FAMILY
“Give me the control over a nation’s currency
and I don’t care who makes its laws!”
Mayer Amschel Rothschild (1743-1812)
The secret centre of international banking, the House
of ROTHSCHILD, is shrouded in mystery.
Mayer Amschel Bauer, a Khazar or NON-HEBREW
JEW (will be explained in the next chapter), was born in
Frankfurt, Germany in 1743. He was the son of Moses
Amschel Bauer, an itinerant moneylender and goldsmith
from eastern Europe. After working briefly for the
Oppenheimer bank in Hanover, Mayer opened a shop or
counting house of his own on Judenstrasse (Jews Street)
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in Frankfurt. Over the doors he placed a red shield,
the emblem of the revolutionary-minded Khazar Jews
of eastern Europe. Shortly after Mayer Amschel
Bauer changed his name to Rothschild (in German:
rotes Schild = red shield). His business became
known as the House of Rothschild.
Mayer married sixteen year old Gutele Schnaper
and fathered five sons and five daughters. The sons’
names were Amschel, Salomon, Nathan, Kalman
(Charles) and Jakob (James). His rise to fame
accelerated when he was favoured by PRINCE
WILLIAM IX. OF HESSE-HANAU in whose
company he attended Freemasons’ meetings in
Germany. Prince William, a friend of the
Hanoverians, took in large sums for the Hesse
mercenary armies he had loaned to the English
(Hanoverian) king. These were the same troops who
later fought the army of George Washington at Valley
Forge. Rothschild became William’s personal banker.
When William had to flee to Denmark because of
political unrest, he left the mercenaries’ pay—600,000
pounds—in Rothschild’s bank for safe-keeping.
NATHAN ROTHSCHILD (Mayer Amschel’s eldest son)
took this sum with him to London in order to establish
another bank there. The gold that was used as security
came from the “East India Company”. Nathan made
four-fold profit from lending notes to the DUKE OF
WELLINGTON who thus financed his military
operations. The profits were further raised by the later
illegal sale of the gold meant to serve as security.
This was the origin of the gigantic wealth of the
Rothschild family. Then they started international
banking operations by having each son opening a bank
in different countries, Amschel in Berlin, Salomon in
Vienna, Jakob in Paris and Kalman in Naples.
MAYER AMSCHEL ROTHSCHILD left a will
showing how the family fortune should be handled in the
future. The men would manage the assets and the eldest
would have the deciding vote in differences and in
important decisions. All accounts were to be kept
absolutely secret, especially from the government.
It is alleged that in 1773 MAYER AMSCHEL
ROTHSCHILD held a secret meeting in the house in the
Judenstrasse (Jews Street) in Frankfurt with twelve
influential and rich Jewish financial backers (THE
ELDERS OF ZION) to forge a plan how to control the
complete fortune of the world.
According to Herbert G. Dorsey, they spoke about
the fact that the BANK OF ENGLAND already made a
substantial control of English wealth possible, but that
complete control was necessary as the foundation for the
control of the fortune of the world. This was then
sketched and noted down.
The evidence held by Dorsey and William Guy
Carr (Pawns in the Game) shows this to be the plan
that later became known as THE PROTOCOLS OF
THE ELDERS OF ZION. The origin of the protocols
actually lies centuries back, but apparently they were
reworked by ROTHSCHILD and thus given their
importance. These protocols were kept secret until
1901, when they fell into the hands of the Russian
Professor S. Nilus. He published them under the title
The Jewish Peril. In 1921 Victor Marsden translated
them into English under THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION.
These 24 protocols show today’s actual
situation of the world.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 4, PART 3]
***

I suggest we leave this for now, for the next
“Chapter” is some 56 pages long and will need
breaking into segments. It is: PROTOCOLS OF
THE MEETINGS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF
ZION.
Realizing that denial is the greater part of a
man’s learning pattern, I remind you that denying
truth puts you at a great disadvantage in your own
affairs. Ours is to present truth and back it up
with historical confirmation within a time-span you
can readily check out for self—even if you have
difficulty doing the research (which here has been
done FOR you).
We will have about 50-plus pages of references
for your own backup information but I don’t wish
to make that a burden for this typist so will
present it separately following the series.
I doubt at this time you understand the
incredible gift this is as offered for your own
confirmation of over a decade of “just” our
writings. I would suggest, however, that unless
you readers become more discerning as to who
might be WHO and who might be just pulling the
blinds down a bit more securely, you will become
truly the slave to the ignorance.
Our intent from the inception of our “project”
and, yes, it is called Project Phoenix, was to reach
this day. However, it needed to be presented in
such a way as to offer other information which
could give you insight along with other information
inclusive of “survival” in a world in ongoing
happening in sequence unfoldment.
What has Spectrum as a publication done to you
who began with our first introduction? Put you
squarely back to sleep! If all you wish is to be
scared through possibilities of some “Shape
Shifters”, I suggest you miss the real culprits who
have SHIFTED YOUR ENTIRE EXISTENCE INTO
THEIR ENTRAPMENT OF YOU THE SLAVES.
Will KNOWING give possibility of change?
Yes, but not “just reading” without recognition or
for a sensational thrill of some kind.
You are seeing the closedown of your very
economies as you are put into a “helpless”
category for the close-down, and better put, the
LOCKDOWN is at hand. You are going to have to
begin to counter those PROTOCOLS which will be
laid forth AGAIN and start reversing them in your
own interests. Yes, you CAN do it—but you do
have to know what it is you are doing. This is
why just “knowing truth” is not enough—you have
to DO SOMETHING. Ignorance causes you to
hurt your own chances.
This has not been some “fun and games” for
our crew, nor has it been a “safe journey” without
efforts to actually KILL our people just for printing
this information. Many have fallen to the diversion
and into the pit of misinformation or, at the least,
total DISTRACTION while claiming to be the
LIGHTED TEACHERS for the MASTERS.
Those are your prerogatives to turn away from
that which you PROCLAIMED you wished to
share. Some have even made it possible to
continue the bashing by the thieves and actual liars.
So be it, for you have lost a lot of TIME in the
process of misdirection. Some of you have
actually made the diversion possible by the
miscreants and continue to refuse to see and hear
the truth of it.
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We have not offered the COMPLETE text of
the Protocols until NOW. May I please share with
you the first paragraph of the third Protocol:
“Today I may tell you that our goal is now
only a few steps off. There remains a small space
to cross and the whole long path we have trodden
is ready now to close its cycle of the Symbolic
Snake, by which we symbolise our people. When
this ring closes, all the States of Europe will be
locked in its coil as in a powerful vice.”
I remind you that all other nations are in the
SAME VICE and these “non-Hebrew” people who
named themselves “Jews” first called themselves
THE SERPENT PEOPLE.
Should we just tell you how to grow a garden
or do you want to know how to SAVE YOUR
ASSETS OF ALL KINDS? The choice is always
up to YOU. I am going to repeat something I
have already answered because the SPECTRUM socalled “receivers” continue to use our own
identifications but refuse to identify themselves.
NO, I, HATONN NOR MY COMPATRIOTS
WRITE FOR THAT PAPER AND/OR DR.
YOUNG, RICK MARTIN OR LATONA OR ANY
OF THEIR SPECIAL COLLEAGUES NOR ANY
OF THE “RAYS” AS IN THEIR BOOKS OF
“WISDOM”. WHEN “YOU” ARE BLED DRY,
THEY WILL MOVE ON TO OTHER
DESTRUCTIVE EGO GAMES. KNOW IT.
Where will YOU be when the lights go out—all
over the world? Never mind simple “slavery”, for
you have already passed that bit of freedom in
FACT.
We shall achieve our goal, for we have never
deviated nary a hair-width from the task. The only
question is whether or not YOU will share as you
once claimed you wanted. I hope you will give
thought to the possibilities as we again, but more
in-depth, present these writings.
To our regular teams—THANK YOU.
Blessed are those who are given to see and
hear the truth of it all. I suggest you pay close
attention to the first of these particular series of
writings when there is reference to “Galactic
Federation” and of that, there will be more offered.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (By the way, Hatonn
is pronounced “Aton”; please look it up!)
dharma

Learning that God’s delays are not
denials, we who give our time and
effort to help GAIA’s wondrous
program unfold, practice our patience
in nursing income to cover out-go.
We again ask you of the “away”
crew to help if you can, as you can.
Whatever you can spare to share
when accumulated here helps.
Please know God’s investment
repays abundantly.
Thank you so very much,
The CONTACT contingent.
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Man Can’t Find Acceptance
And Balance Within Self

Since all symbols shall be in opposition to those of the
light, except when in exact duplication, you must press
the information forward. I look at you ones of mine
own workers and find such ignorance of these matters
that surely you must understand the need for this
information given in this manner.

of projections of several other ones. This was
intended against this very day when Dharma would
need test her own truth and mine truth. So be it, chela,
bring your heart to rest that we can do of our work.
Ones must realize that the time is at hand when the
“rush” is mandatory—for “time” runs out and the Word
has been promised and shall go forth. While the
consciousness sleeps and responds to human vocabulary
in one place, we must press in another placement that our
work is not stopped. If it should occur in this place, we
would of necessity move to another—rest easy, child, for
we do have others who would now receive of us. You
will find that the word is coming through in meshed truth
from many ones now—it is that you have openly shared
all of your work that you have become such a bitter
focus. It was necessary, please be in understanding.
My shoulders are very broad and yours are growing—
love and understanding come most easily.
You are in wonderment as to how you have brought
such blame upon thy head when you have no such
knowledge of that which Sister has received and that
which is called Secret of the Andes is the projection of
another entity—so be it, chela, that is for others to sort
who bear hard feelings amongst themselves—it is not of
your concern. If the rift has come, it has come in honor
that my work can continue rapidly and in proper
sequence. You have been required to work in blindness
and ignorance of these matters that you will NOT be
clouded by these earthly matters—precious, there is no
darkness in this place and you must remember,
controversy can only take the word to more numbers of
persons. If truth be truth, it must not be held in secret,
for man is in his time of transition. Forty years or forty
seconds makes no difference whatsoever.
Do you not think we have been preparing you and
yours for this attack for weeks past? Come now, dear
ones, re-read the messages. BEWARE MOST CLOSELY
IF IMMEDIATE CHANGES SUDDENLY COME
INTO YOUR ATTENTION—MOST WARY,
INDEED. IF YOU ATTEND WELL THAT WHICH
IS GIVEN UNTO YOU, YOU SHALL ALWAYS HAVE
THAT INFORMATION WHICH CAN BE SORTED
AND RECOGNIZED. BLESSINGS UPON YOU
ONES OF MINE FLOCK AND DO NOT WORK IN
DESPAIR, FOR I ABIDE WITH YOU. ONES
CAUGHT IN THIS CONFLICT MUST MAKE THEIR
OWN CHOICES. PLEASE NOTE, HOWEVER,
THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE, CHELA, IN THE
ATTACKING AND MISUNDERSTANDING.
OTHERS WHO HAVE BEEN A VOICE PROJECTION
FOR MYSELF HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO WRITE
OF THE COSMIC CHRIST RATHER THAN CAUSE
RIPPLES IN THE POND. SO BE IT AND SELAH.
Let us move on with our work, for the subject at
hand is most distasteful and filled with disgust.
However, if man knows not what is in his path, even be
it horrendous, he cannot recognize of the danger lurking
therein. Evil Satanism is all but consuming your peoples
and lands—and man does not even know the key phrases
or symbols to recognize of it within his own household.

I will herein describe another ritual which has
been so badly used that it pains me to speak of it.
It is given in such beauty by ones of the Earth in
love and dedication but evil grabs and corrupts the
most beautiful of peoples and things.

(PART 6)
SATAN’S DRUMMERS
THE SECRET BEAT OF EVIL—
“SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL”
BY SANANDA
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #9 (1989)
CHAPTER 11
REC. #1 SANANDA
SUN., NOV. 5, 1989 7:00 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 081
Thank you, Dharma, for joining me this
wondrous morning. We will feel our way, chela,
for have I not told you that often it will be “just
you and me”? There is little we can do in our
physical world of freewill choices—and you, too,
must recognize of that truth. Bother not with
what ones send unto you which cuts and tears at
thy dignity and integrity. Allow me to share, that
you come into comfort and then we might move
onward. This is as much for your co-workers as
for yourself. I will point out a few facts that they,
too, can check in historical order of manifestation.
I pain that I am being barred from mine own
vessels but so be it, for the physical consciousness
is most fragile, indeed. However, just as others
have needs of the fragile consciousness, ye also
have of those needs of support when, as a new
student, you are denounced and profaned.
You understand not why ones would be casting of
stones at you and denouncing you publicly for printing
of material which we have given unto you to put to
paper. Specifically, that of the Seven Cohans. Dear
one, it is more the impact of the material of Sanat
Kumara and Lord Michael which has split the
relationship. I would have you understand that there
is a perception that information of world changes as
given forth to you in Sipapu Odyssey some four-plus
years ago is that which is testing you now. Ones
who claim secret holding of prophecies and singular
holding of an energy, need look carefully at that
which is projected. This is why we have now had
you publish Sipapu Odyssey in book format that the
correlation can be seen and recognized and that you
have your unquestionable confirmation that what you
are writing is as directed. For those in the close
proximity must realize that there was no
relationship whatsoever between ASSK or any
attached thereto at the writing of Sipapu. Dharma
was unexposed neither to any of their works or any
works of any channel or recognized guide—and
yet, portions will be found to be exacting duplicates

ONE MORE RITUAL BEFORE MOVING ON

THE SELF-BLESSING
This is referred to as “Pagan” Self-Blessing;
but that brings down the narrow of mind who
denounce “Pagan” as being against God and Christ.
Often the Pagan is the only one who is for God
and the Christ in reality of truth.
I do not suggest rituals of any manner; however,
you must know what to look for when your children
play games and when it is projected in front of your
eyes. The practice will be distorted if evil in nature
and you must recognize of the sign. Often symbols
will be presented in opposite manner—the upside
down pentagram, the reversal (and currently the
correct symbol of life and good luck) of the
“swastika” will be utilized. These have both been so
corrupted that you must pay most careful attention
any time they are brought to your attention.
The Self-Blessing is usually the first and most
beautiful to be utilized with the searcher of truth, for it
is the most easily used as a lead-in to evil rituals.
It is a most beauteous ceremony that is likely
to evoke deep feelings of inner harmony and peace
within any person.
The “Mother” invoked in the Self-Blessing Ritual is
the Female Principle of the universe manifested as
(traditionally) the Moon Goddess. This deity should be
seen as the female aspect of God the Absolute, according
to the formal instructions. They will tell you that
because God the Father has been overemphasized in the
past two thousand years it is important now to honor the
Mother Goddess, to reestablish balance and harmony
between the two aspects of the godhead. This cosmic
dubiety, observed by most schools of magic, is also
exemplified in the major ceremony of witchcraft known
as the Opening of the Circle.
The Self-Blessing (Pagan) is one of a group of rituals
conceived by a society of neopagans known as the
Pagan Way. The aim of the Pagan Way is to spread the
roots and teachings of paganism in modern society, as
they believe that the way of the pagan can save the
world. This is why it is so very dangerous—for it
will be the truth of the ANCIENTS which will return
great balance unto the Earth. But as with any truth
which is distorted, it is intended to now mislead you
into evil directions. This group practices “white
magic” and is quite actively opposed to “black magic”
(the novice simply cannot know which is which).
The philosophy is simple and easy to understand and
the rituals excel in clarity and poetic beauty.
The above is as in your indoctrinated churches;
you begin as one thing and end up another—and
the novice is unable to discern where one truth
leaves off and the lie begins.
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RITUAL OF SELF-BLESSING

WHERE RITUALS GO ASTRAY

HOW DID YOU GET TO “HERE”

Let me just quote at this point so that this can
be verified in your “witches instruction books”.
“This ritual should be performed during the
new Moon, but it is not limited to that phase.
Need, not season, determines the performance.
There is real power in the Self-Blessing: It should
not be used other than in time of need and should
not be done promiscuously.
“The purpose of the ritual is to bring the
individual into closer contact with the Godhead. It
can also be used as a minor dedication, when a
person who desires dedication has no one who can
dedicate him. This self-blessing ritual may also be
used as a minor exorcism, to banish any evil
influences which may have formed around the
person. It may be performed by any person upon
himself, and at his desire.
“Perform the ritual in a quiet place, free from
distractions, and nude.” (Wouldn’t that alone tend
to be a distraction since your society does not
appreciate nudity and considers it a most erotic
stance?) “You will need the following:
l. Salt, about one-quarter teaspoon.
2. Wine, about an ounce.
3. Water, about one-half ounce.
4. Candle, votive or other.
“The result of the ritual is a feeling of peace
and calm. It is desirable that the participant bask
in the afterglow so that he may meditate and
understand that he has called the attention of the
Godhead to himself, asking to grow closer to the
Godhead in both goals and in wisdom.
“When you are ready to begin, sprinkle the salt
on the floor and stand on it, lighting the candle.
Let the warmth of the candle be absorbed into the
body. Mix the water into the wine, meditating
upon your reasons for performing the selfblessing.
“Read the following aloud:
BLESS ME, MOTHER, FOR I AM THY CHILD.
Dip the fingers of the right hand into the mixed
water and wine and anoint the eyes,
BLESSED BE MY EYES, THAT I MAY SEE
THY PATH.
Anoint the nose,
BLESSED BE MY NOSE, THAT I MAY
BREATHE THY ESSENCE.
Anoint the mouth,
BLESSED BE MY MOUTH, THAT I MAY
SPEAK OF THEE.
Anoint the breast,
BLESSED BE MY BREAST, THAT I MAY BE
FAITHFUL IN THY WORK.
Anoint the loins,
BLESSED BE MY LOINS, WHICH BRING
FORTH THE LIFE OF MAN AS THOU HAST
BROUGHT FORTH ALL CREATION.
Anoint the feet,
BLESSED BE MY FEET, THAT I MAY WALK
IN THY WAYS.
Remain quiet… and meditate for a while.
“More involved than the Self-Blessing—and
more powerful in the sense of gathering energies
for material manifestations—is the witches’ ritual
of Opening the Circle….”
I have already described these other rituals in
detail previously, so I will not continue on the matter.

It is most subtle, indeed, how the rituals are
turned from truth and beauty and into that which is
tacky and ugly. When you encounter deviations from
the ancient traditional aspects of a given ceremony, be
most cautious, indeed. I shall herein compare the
above with a most wondrously respected Native
Indian ceremony of the “sweat lodge”.
The “sweat lodge” to an Indian is most sacred,
indeed. A man, or men (humans of same gender),
goes within a specially prepared enclosure (varying
with the tribe), creates heat of intense degree and
spends a given amount of time in deep meditation
and cleansing. I am not here to describe rituals as
such, I only wish to point out that evil enters—
usually simply because of ignorance on the part of
a participant who believed the ritual most
beauteous—pretty soon the unprincipled ones enter
the picture and first thing you know, you have
“sweat-ins”, anybody—men, women and children
all come, strip naked, pay for the experience in a
plastic hut and the beauteous ritual is now
profanely dirty. Further, not only is it coeducational but you even get a discount; two for
only one-and-a-half the cost for one alone. Do you
not see how very subtle discrediting can be?
Usually the one who brings the offering of the
experience is doing so in integrity, he asks input
“from a native Indian” and you are off on your
journey of the lie. It is most sad, indeed.
Further, along these same lines, in the Indian
tradition there are most sacred “oral” traditions.
The thief now comes and presents a most sacred
ceremony in falseness, writes it down and sells the
lie—and the wondrous truth is lost to mankind,
buried in misconception and the lie of evil. The
term, the word, the action and the principle
become distorted and soiled.
Give great honor to ones who are caught in these
entrapments of pain and lies, who can remain on the
truthful path, for so little of truth remains—and it is
a most difficult and painful journey, indeed, for these
ones of truth and honest tradition. IN THE ENDING
THE TRUTH SHALL COME FORTH BUT IT IS
MOST DEVASTATING TO THE INDIVIDUAL OF
TRUTH IN THE JOURNEY TO THAT END.
GRANDFATHER HEARS AND UNDERSTANDS
AND PLEADS THAT YOU ALLOW THE
UNFOLDING OF THESE MESSAGES WHICH SEEM
CONTRADICTORY UNTO SOME OF YOU OF THE
LIGHT. MISPERCEPTIONS CAN COME FROM
THESE DOCUMENTS IF YOU DO NOT PAY
ATTENTION. FURTHER, SOME WILL CLOSE
OUT
THEIR
OWN
STUDENTS
IN
MISUNDERSTANDING. I URGE ONES WHO FIT
THIS DESCRIPTION TO TAKE CAREFUL
ATTENTION. WE MUST REACH THE MASSES OF
HUMANITY—AND THE TRUTH MUST RISE
ABOVE PERSONAL DEFINITIONS. MAN AS A
WHOLE MUST COME AGAIN INTO ACCESS TO
TRUTH AND IT MUST BE BROUGHT BY ONES IN
WILLINGNESS TO DARE TO SO DO. BE AT
PEACE WITH YOUR BROTHER THAT YOU DO
NOT FIND YOURSELVES GUILTY OF “PREJUDGING”. WE ARE YET ONLY IN THE
UPSTART. SO BE IT—AND I PLEAD THAT YOU
ONES RECEIVING, RECEIVE MY MESSAGE IN
TRUE INTENT AND TRUTH.

The universality of “magical” practices and beliefs form
part of man’s cultural and spiritual heritage. The child will
grow according to its lessons. This is why the reminder:
“A father’s sins shall be handed down upon the sons, etc.”
If the teachings are deviant from truth then the son shall
know no better. For many centuries magic has been
relegated by man to the lesser intellects. This is because
man did not, and yet “does not”, recognize and understand
the workings of his own subconscious mind. Or, he quite
frankly fears the latent powers he can sometimes discern
in his mental makeup. The fear gives way to the
curiosity and interest in what occurs within self and a
search gets underway to find that which it might be.
Man cannot seem to accept the God Source
or power within self, so he looks for that which
is “without” in magic and hocus-pocus, hoping
to find the “secret”.
For you who adore “The Beatles”, I would like
herein to point out that in your musical sectors they
were the onset of your unrest and lost directions.
The music began to have a deafening noise level,
mesmerizing cadence and rhythm and involvement
with magic as well as the addition of mind-altering
substances becoming an enhancement to the overall.
The “heavy metal” groups have only become
extreme in the direction of total evil and now be
aware how easily the transition from one to the
other could occur—how subtle the entrapment.
The political elements have always been fascinated
with magic and fortune-telling—but it was kept quiet for
fear of being noticed by a public who would be voting.
However, you will now note that even the President
adhered to fortune-tellers and astrologers. Before
every election there is a barrage of ones “guessing”
through astrology, who will win, etc. This is all a
harmless game until suddenly you find you are being
governed by the whims of possibly “infected” seers.
Something has happened, however; some ones
have awakened to see the destruction lying all about
the landscape—the devastation through greed and evil,
of Mother Nature. Thus, you see a deepening interest
in ecology and in the preservation of the natural
things. Plants and animals are suddenly subjects of
deep concern, and the preservation of endangered
species is urged by both scholars and naturalists.
Books are even being written on the newly
discovered sensitivity of plants—and studies are
being conducted on the biorhythms of Nature.
The increased awareness of the collective mind of the
race and the growing concern with things magical can
be seen as an unconscious attempt of man to unite and
identify with the powers of Nature and also marks the
beginnings of a slow but definite return to the magical
traditions of the ancients. Therefore, you must then
realize that the term “magic” is distorted and mutilated
just as you mutilated many of most beauteous words
such as “Love” and “Christ”. You would label an Indian
a “pagan” who is anti-Christian. Oh, you of little
understanding, they know God for who He is and the
Christness as the living Sacred Circle of Infinity—the
God balance and harmony with The Creation. IF ONLY
MAN WOULD UNDERSTAND HE IS PERFECTION
AND NEEDS NO OTHER—HE IS ALREADY
PERFECTION. IT IS PAINFUL THAT MAN DOES
NOT UNDERSTAND AND CANNOT FIND
ACCEPTANCE AND BALANCE WITHIN SELF. I
shall herein give you another quoted portion:
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INITIATION AND ADEPTHOOD

“A young woman stands naked and blindfolded in
the middle of a darkened room. Her wrists are bound
behind her back with a piece of red string that is also
looped around her neck. One of her ankles is bound
with a piece of white string that seems to wait dumbly
to be secured around the other ankle as well.
“As the girl stands vulnerable and helpless in
the face of the unknown, she feels the cold tip of
a steel blade press itself insinuatingly between her
breasts. A disembodied male voice breaks the total
silence of the room.
“‘O thou who standest on the threshold
between the pleasant world of men and the terrible
domain of the dread lords of the outer spaces, has
thou the courage to make the assay?’
“There is a short hesitation before the girl
answers softly, ‘I have’. The male voice
continues, ‘For I say verily, it were better to rush
on my blade and perish, than to make the attempt
with fear in thy heart… Say after me: I have two
perfect words—Perfect Love and Perfect Trust.’
“‘I have two perfect words—Perfect Love and
Perfect Trust’, the girl repeats tremulously, and feels
with relief the tip of the blade withdraw from her
breast.” … and, another:
“A Black adolescent stands facing the east, his
expressionless eyes riveted stoically on the
shimmering horizon. The blistering rays of the Sun
scorch the yellow African grass upon which the boy
stands. Gnarled, knotted fingers work slowly and
deliberately, cutting strip after strip of flesh off the
boy’s bloodied penis with a large, dull-bladed knife.
The boy’s face is bloodied also and some sand is
now rubbed on the bleeding vertical gashes that
disfigure his cheeks. The boy shifts his weight
from one foot to the other. His eyes become
clouded and he blinks once and sets his mouth grimly.
Not a sound escapes from his lips.” … and:
“An older woman stands alone facing a homemade
altar created from an old bridge table. Upon it she
has placed two candles still unlit. There is a chair in
front of the altar, and a fairly large mirror is suspended
on the wall immediately above the altar’s center.
“With cold but steady fingers the woman strikes
a match and lights the candle on her left side. She
wets her lips nervously before pronouncing the words
she has so carefully memorized for weeks.
“‘Sacred Light, symbol of the Greater Light of
Divine Wisdom, cast thy rays in the midst of
darkness and illuminate my path….’
“She now lights the candle on the right side, and
continues. ‘Unto Light is added Light, that the cross
beams may soften the lines and the shadows and
symbolize the easing of pain and sorrow as did the
coming of the Greater Light of Divine Wisdom to man.’
“The woman sits down on the chair that faces the
altar and stares into the mirror. The light of the
candles in the somber room plays tricks with her
vision and she imagines there are living shadows
swirling darkly within the glass. She swallows audibly
and closes here eyes momentarily. Her hands lock
automatically on her lap and she opens her eyes
again. There is a look of quiet determination on
her face as she starts to speak once more.
“‘Before I cross the mental and spiritual
threshold of greater understanding, I must
courageously face those realities, those notions,

that have for so long stood in the shadows of my
mind to taunt and thwart me. I now need the
strength of the Divine with me.’
“She stands up again and, leaning over the altar,
draws a large cross on the glimmering surface of the
mirror. When she returns to her chair her face is
composed and she is no longer nervous. She has
succeeded in meeting the Challenge.”
Do you believe that God or Christ—or even
Evil for that matter—thought up these things? Of
course not—man conjures up these things for selftesting—the challenge. At this point in the above
stories it is a willing participation up to the point
of being rendered “controlled” by bindings, etc.,
which render your control to that of another.
Evil enters when it goes beyond and the
individual is bounded into the slavery unto another’s
wishes. That can be gained by physical bindings
or by mental restraints.
It is the “challenge” which is basically what an
Initiation is about. The candidate is challenged to
pass the ordeal of the Initiation if he wishes to
continue in the communion of a given group—if he
wishes to enter into the mysteries, and the only
defense the Initiate has during the often terrifying
experience of the Initiation ritual is his courage and
determination. All Initiations into the mystical cults
consist of either a fearful or a humiliating experience
to the Initiate. The latter quality can be compared
with the often degrading ordeals that some fraternities
and sororities plan for their new candidates.
Fear or humiliation are necessary ingredients of
the Initiation because the aspirant must prove his
willingness to surrender his entire being during the
Initiation process. In reality every Initiation entails
a cycle of life and death in a spiritual and mythical
sense. The Initiate’s “old” personality dies during
the ritual of Initiation and he is born again
spiritually after the ordeal. IS THIS BEGINNING
TO SOUND FAMILIAR TO YOU ONES? I AM
EFFORTING TO WORD THESE THINGS SO
THAT YOU SEE INSTEAD OF SKIP THEM OVER.
The spiritual and mental transitions experienced
by the Initiate are felt deeply within his
subconscious mind. What he has, indeed,
accomplished is the first of many unions with his
deep subconscious being. As a result he has
learned to conquer the fear of physical death and
has realized the far greater importance of his
eternal soul over his material body—OR, HE IS
TERRIFIED INTO IRRATIONAL BEHAVIOR. The
increased mental and spiritual awareness that is the
result of a magical Initiation also brings with it the
added bounty of very real magical powers. These
powers were latent in the Initiate but necessitated
the challenge of the Initiation to develop them and
bring them to the surface of his conscious mind.
The first example used above, is an example of
a most traditional witchcraft ceremony that initiates
a young witch into the mysteries called, I believe
your term is, Wicca. The second is the African
rite of puberty in preparation for courage and
endurance in an effort to ready him as a man and
warrior. The last ritual is part of the solitary
Initiation of one of the most famous of the magical
Orders, whose oath of secrecy forbids the
revelation of their name—now you really get into
the crux of erroneous belief. It matters not that it
is hidden as such—but if it is pure and in truth,
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why would it be secret? In other words, why do
you ones set up your “secret mystery schools”? Is
it a truth you do not wish to share with your
brother or is it simply to remain exclusive and
disallow your brother from having access to truth?
What all these Initiations have in common is a
sense of fear, of impending disaster, and the implicit
demand of courage from the Initiate. Once this
demand is met, the ordeal is over and the door of the
mysteries opens for the new magician.
WHAT I MUST MAKE CLEAR TO YOU ONES
IN THE RECEIVING AND PARTICIPATION IN
THIS WONDROUS TIME OF TRANSITION, TRUTH
AND CONFRONTATION, IS THAT THERE MUST
BE WIPED AWAY THESE FOOLISH STRINGS OF
MYSTICISM AND EXCLUSIVITY. I WOULD
NEVER SET UP NOR PARTICIPATE IN A
MYSTERY SCHOOL WHICH WOULD DISALLOW
ALL MINE BRETHREN ABILITY TO COME INTO
TRUTH. I AM THE HUMBLE BROTHER TO ALL
MINE HUMAN BEINGS. I HAVE ALWAYS COME
FORTH TO ESTABLISH THAT VERY TRUTH AND
ALWAYS IT IS TURNED INTO FALSENESS AND
GREAT MYSTERY. NAY, I HIDE NAUGHT—
NOTHING! MINE TRUTH SHALL BE PRESENTED
TO AND BY ONES WHO WILL SHARE
ABUNDANTLY WITH THEIR BRETHREN IN
TRUTH AND OPEN BROTHERHOOD. YE NEED
OF NO CANDLES NOR INCENSE—NO RITUALS
NOR CEREMONIES—IF YE CHOOSE TO USE OF
THEM IN TRUTH AND HONOR AS THAT WHICH
THEY ARE, FINE. YOU NEED NO NEGOTIATOR,
CERTAINLY NO “THING”, TO REACH UNTO ME
AND RECEIVE OF ALL KNOWLEDGE AND
INSIGHT. SO BE IT AND MARK IT WELL.
NAMES AND LABELS
Here is about the biggest bunch of bug-a-boo
around. The acquisition of “new” labels.
Yes, we give unto ones labels to replace their public
name—for protection of the personal existence and
security of the person involved. It will have meaning but
it means no other in actuality—it matters not who you
were nor who you will be—it only matters what you do
in the present with that which has been earned by self.
Of course, in the magic rituals, names are given
for the similar reason. One of the first things is to
choose a new name that will identify him in his new
magical role. An Initiate will usually choose a name
that fits his aspirations and identify him in his new
magical personality. The name may be symbolic or
be borrowed from one of the ancient gods.
In witchcraft magical names such as Circe and
Selene are common, and so are allegorical names like
Alba and Serena. Transcendental Magic, the most
lofty of the magical systems, prefers Latin-inspired
names like Omnia, Vicam and Perdurabo. The
practice is also observed by primitive magicians.
Labels also identify “orders” or clans.
It is wondrous to behold you ones going about
your self-induced foolishness. The magical name
is one of the secrets of the magician, and he must
never reveal it to the uninitiated. It is accepted
that the powers of the magician can be tapped if
only his magical name is known.
You end up missing the most important lessons.
You play games with those things which have meaning
and the evil influence will always see to the ridiculing
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and debunking of anything of meaning or value. A
name can be most remarkable in stirring memory of
purpose and contract agreements made on a much
higher plane of existence. Your silly rituals of witches
are most often nonsense to confuse and abuse.
The significance of a new name during a magical
Initiation is linked to the rebirth of the personality that is
believed to take place after the Initiation. The blindfold
and the binding of the hands and feet used in many
Initiation rites symbolize the Initiate’s ignorance of the
mysteries and his subjection and enslavement to his
impure material body. When the Initiation is over and
the hands and feet are freed and the blindfold
removed, the Initiate is face to face with his personal
god, his deep subconscious, and is ready to start on
his new path to knowledge and wisdom—and he
usually is also seeing other naked people in all manner
of appropriate or inappropriate activities to insure he
understands what his “order” or cult is all about.
The mystical death that the magician endures
during his Initiation is necessary because the new life
cannot begin until the old one has been terminated.
He is in a sense rebaptised in the fires of the spirit
instead of the waters of the body. Like religious
baptism, magical baptism entails a casting out of
spirits and washing away of “sin”. Just as the human
baby is born and then ritually cleansed of “original
sin” (whatever that might mean), so will the magician
emerge reborn from the womb of matter and be
cleansed in mind as well as spirit after the Initiation—
could you perhaps call it brainwashing?
The ceremony of Initiation, far from being the
exclusive achievement of the magician, is a most
significant and widespread feature of your society and
indicates the status of individuals within it. Whether you
might be a “Mason”, a Baptist, a witch, a Catholic nun
or a “pagan” medicine man, makes no difference—as
long as you have passed the proper Initiation and your
new personality has emerged in the form of a new
name and a new identity. You are then an accepted
member of a peer group to whom you are bound by
a similarity of beliefs and aspirations.
Dharma, do you better understand your plight and
the recent attack on your work? You are not “initiated”
into anything. If at all, the very recent attack on you is
a result of mystical and magic initiations which ones
cannot break away from in truth. Perhaps you could
consider it your very initiation into truth of self—for it
has caused you to question, understand and know truth
within. Man, in general, is kept enslaved to his cult’s
Initiation. In a manner of speaking and observation, it
appears you have confronted and met the challenge—but
that is life, it should not be given into the mysticism nor
magic—YOU NEED NOTHING BEYOND TRUTH.
It is this most simple truth that man must
remember and accept—personal responsibility
and oneness with Father God within. You need
none of man’s initiations into some cult or
another—if you are attuned with God and
Creation and practice within the Laws
thereof—YE NEED NOTHING BEYOND.
I PLACE MY HAND UPON YOUR HEAD IN
PEACE AND LOVE THAT YOU ALLOW NO
FURTHER PAIN OF THE MOMENT WITHIN THY
BEING. YE NEED NO BLESSINGS FROM ANY
MAN, WOMAN NOR CHILD UPON YOUR PHYSICAL
PASSAGE. I AM BESIDE YOU AND TOGETHER
SHALL WE CONTINUE IN OUR WORK—FOR WE
ARE NOT COME IN SECRET NOR “BETTER” NOR

“APART” FROM OUR MOST HUMBLE OF
BROTHERS IN HUMAN FORMAT FACED WITH THE
DAYS OF CONFUSION AND TRIBULATION. I
BEAR A LABEL OF IDENTIFICATION JUST AS DO
YOU ONES—BUT I RECOGNIZE BY ENERGY
PATTERNS AND NOT OF PHYSICAL
APPEARANCE—YOU ARE IN NEED OF MY
GUIDANCE AND TEACHING; I AM IN TOTAL NEED
OF YOUR ONES BLESSED HANDS AND FEET OF
PHYSICAL NATURE. LET US NOT CLUTTER THIS
TIME
OF
PASSAGE
IN
MYSTICAL
MISUNDERSTANDING—AND LET US NOT BE
TAKEN FROM OUR DUTY BY ATTACKS UPON OUR
TRUTH BY ONES WHO ARE NOT IN TOTAL
UNDERSTANDING. LONG HAVE WE EXPERIENCED
AND LONG HAVE WE KNOWN TRUTH; MAN HAS
SIMPLY FORGOTTEN AND HE MUST BE BROUGHT
INTO HIS REMEMBERING AND AWAKENING. SO
BE IT AND I PLACE MY SEAL OF TRUTH UPON
THESE WORDS. MAY THEY TOUCH ALL WHO
RECEIVE IN LOGIC AND REASON.
Let us bring this segment to a close. The next
segment shall be separated from these forgoing and
labeled: YOU MUST SEE, HEAR AND KNOW THE
HORRORS NOW! It will not be a section for the weak
at heart but if you do not face the dastardly truth, you
are destined to perish in the repeat of history and
downfall of civilizations past.
I AM SANANDA OF GOD IN LIGHT AND
TOTALITY OF THAT WHICH IS.
I BID YOU GOOD AFTERNOON AND PEACE
THAT SURPASSES EVEN THE UNDERSTANDING
DWELLING WITH THEE ONES. I HONOR THEE
WHO ARE OPENING OF THINE MINDS UNTO THAT
WHICH IS TRUTH. SALU!
SANANDA ESU “JESUS” JMMANUEL
CHAPTER 12
REC. #2 SANANDA
SUN., NOV. 5, 1989 3:20 P.M. YEAR 3, DAY 081
Esu present to resume our writing. I would
keep this within an hour and a half, please, for this
morning was such a long session.
“WILL” SEEMS TO BE THE PROBLEM
Why? How did this come to be? Let us briefly
examine a possibility. You have Creationists and
Evolutionists—can we now consider a third
possibility, please? Let us speak of possible
“restoration” of your planet.
Consider that Lucifer got tossed out on his ear for
willfulness of the highest degree against God: “I will be
God,” he proclaimed. Let us so assume that this is
correct for the obvious reason of discussion. Lucifer and
his band of hoodlums romped through the universe in
total chaos and destruction—evil energy unleashed. You
have to consider some of the ancient proclamations
which tend to structure some type of sequence.
It would seem that you have to consider some things
prior to Genesis in that somehow there must have been
some devastation when God rounded up Satan and his
cohorts and brought them in for a little judgment. Your
own Holy book indicates that all the angelic beings sang
together, and all the sons of God shouted “for joy”. This
indicates that there were already “angels”—for they all
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were in harmony as they shouted for joy at these events.
The chronology indicates that God created the
material universe before the angelic revolt and,
consequently, before man’s appearance on the planet.
You have two vital points to consider at this juncture—
the Earth was created after the angels were and yet
before the angelic rebellion hosted by Lucifer. Could it
be that there was actually “restoration” of your planet
instead of creation as you recognize your prophecies?
Things were obviously in a total state of chaos—
without form and void. This expression does not
indicate “under- or un-developed”, it indicates
something that is the result of a major catastrophe.
Some of your scholars consider this as the “Gap”
theory—and it is suitable enough for this discussion,
for none of your other speculations fit the scenario.
This name fits the expanse of time which elapsed
at the onset of your history in Genesis.
Let us consider that period of time between the
original creation of the Earth and its restoration from
chaos as the “great interval”. Let us consider, if a
perfect God should create a very imperfect world—
chaotic, waste and desolate, a wreck and a ruin—it
would be a violation of one of the great spiritual
principles stated by the God Spirit Himself. “A
fountain cannot send forth sweet water and bitter.”
Let us just suppose now that after the subsequent
formation or reconstruction of the same Earth
which had been turned into chaos, God created
man, and he has now come to center stage.
LOOK WHAT MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED NEXT
In eternity past, there was only ONE
“WILL”—THE WILL OF GOD! There was no evil
whatsoever, only harmony, holiness, and
righteousness. When the second “will” entered the
universe, generated by the heart of Lucifer, rebellion
broke out. Time, as you know it, began with two
wills in existence—check the snake in the garden.
Now, what did I generalize for you about sin? The
shortest definition of “sin” is simply—“I will”. When
Satan was “born” and stated his proud “I most surely
will”, God invited him right out of his position of
authority in His government. Lucifer, now called
SATAN, declared war and the fat was in the fire.
Brothers, do not think God is ever unprepared,
for He already had his plan ready to activate—
“Operation Man”. Further, ye were granted
consciousness, thought and freewill choice. Man’s
immaterial being was created in the very image of
God. I am sorry, beloved ones, but God does not
wander hither and yon with arms and legs. His own
image is the possession of will, intellect, emotion,
moral reason, and everlasting existence—THE SOUL!
Angels also possess these qualities, with a few
superior additives which set them apart from humans:
Angels have greater mobility, intelligence and frequency
than does man. You are, however, given a vitally
important quality in common—you both possess freedom
of choice and the intellect to make choices.
The angels watch you humans—study your every
action, effort at guiding you and always loving you.
Why? What might they be learning? THAT GOD IS A
JUST GOD. GOD IS UTILIZING THIS SCENARIO
TO DEMONSTRATE THAT HE WAS PERFECTLY
JUST IN HIS ETERNAL JUDGMENT OF THEM AND
THAT HIS LOVE IS SO GREAT IT CANNOT BE
FATHOMED BY ANY “CREATED” BEING.
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Man’s immaterial being will always exist; it will
always live. In that sense, man is also in the
image of God. At the time of his creation, man
was given legal authority to rule himself and all of
the Earth. BUT, HE WAS FURTHER GIVEN
RESPONSIBILITIES AND RULES.
Ah, ha! Now we have a great drama in the
making. You need no identified tree with some tasty
fruit—the subject at hand is that these new humanlings
were given instructions to avoid a specific item. It
was a grand test set by God to demonstrate His
justice and His love to his angelic realms.
Man was specifically told that if he ate from the
particular named tree he would die. There was no evil
in the tree—it was not sprayed with insecticide which
would poison the fruit as might well happen this day and
time. The evil was in rejecting God’s revealed will and
consequently rejecting fellowship with God.
The stage was set, Satan entered the scene and
he was equally prepared. He had worked out his
scheme well beforehand. He apparently thought
that the whole on-stage contest revolved around the
simple act of making man “fall”.
You must remember something most important—
Satan may be extremely clever and wise in his choices
but he is battling against a far wiser being—far wiser!
When Satan caused man to fall, he played right into the
hands of God. Far from defeating God, he set a trap for
himself. He set up a situation through which God could
demonstrate his justice and His love to the infinite degree.
God did not want man to fall, but He wasn’t in
the least surprised that he did so. He still had a
plan—a plan to save man from his own rebellious state.

the “serpent” she added a note or two, “From the
fruit of the trees of this garden we may eat; but
from the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of
the garden, God has said, ‘You shall not eat from—
or touch it, lest you die’”.
Hold up right here a minute, you lovely readers.
She added her own embellishment to the original
command as stated in Genesis. She added “or touch
it”. She showed instantly that she didn’t have the
slightest notion about what the real issue was; she
thought there was something in the tree itself that was
evil. She made sin something material or tangible,
rather than a choice of the mind. Let us just say that
she was really “psyched out”! Right from the
beginning the wrong issue came under point.
Satan could see that he had her helpless and zeroed
in with an outright denial of the word of God. He
simply came along with a direct repudiation of what God
said and stated, “You surely shall not die!” Satan takes
clear truth and drops just enough poison in it to kill you.

SATAN AT WORK
Well, you can bet Satan was not some slimy
serpent. He was a most beauteous creature, for he
was going to lure Eve, I believe the myth continues.
He made sure she was completely curious about that
tree—a trait that gets most of you into trouble.
Just a little curiosity and a peek into the forbidden
and wham, you are stuck. Well, Satan had already
put into this lovely mind the suggestion to just look
at the tree. He uses the same ploy to this day—
he needs never change his line of approach—for
you fall every time, to the lies and temptations.
Satan, the superior intelligent being, invented one of
the most clever attacks of all time before or after—the
power of suggestion, the ability to put thoughts into your
minds about things you already desire. He knows your
natural weaknesses; he knows the areas where desire is
strongest in you. He knew there was basic curiosity,
and he hit dead on center. Let us look carefully at how
and what Satan is credited with saying to Eve: “Indeed,
has God really said, ‘You shall not eat from every tree
of the garden?’” The question will never be right on—
it will always be clever and stated in such manner as to
start the doubt gnawing at your minds. Therefore, all
Satan had to do was focus on the only forbidden item
to set the trap. SATAN IS THE ALL-TIME
UNIVERSAL MASTER AT THIS TRICK!
SATAN’S CLEVER POISON
Satan is the master at planting seeds of doubt
and question. He fogs you in and you become
confused. He probably surely did no less with
Sister Eve. Now note that when Eve responded to

BUT WHAT OF THIS “ADAM” CHARACTER?
Well, poor dear thing, Eve ate from the tree
and immediately things began to happen and she
became totally confused and flustered. Therefore,
you can say that the woman was confused, that
she was deceived and, therefore, wasn’t legally
responsible for sin. However, where is Adam’s
excuse—ones are so permanently ready to blame poor
dear Eve—what about that Adam? There was no
excuse for the man at all and it was further laid forth
as, “And it was not Adam who was deceived, but the
woman being quite deceived, fell into transgression”.
Adam, therefore, gave in without a fight! There
was not one word given directly to the man, not one
temptation. He walked into transgression with his
two eyes wide open. It seems that he simply chose
to stay with Eve rather than continue with God. He
made a cold and calculated decision to reject God.
Adam had the legal power of attorney over himself
and the world, but he betrayed the trust God had given
him and forfeited his authority to Satan.
FLAT FOR THE COUNT
In defying God, man was instantly lost to the count.
In remarkable manner he did exactly what was
projected—he died in important ways. He lost spiritual
life, the most important sphere of life that you have.
Man is made up of body, his material being; soul, his
immaterial life; spirit, his spiritual life with which he is
able to communicate with God. The instant man
disobeyed God, he lost this spiritual life and severed that
direct line of communication with his Maker.
Secondly, man received a nature of selfcenteredness and rebellion against God. You can
see this result throughout the history of mankind.
God describes it as man’s heart being desperately sick.
Thirdly, Satan became man’s absolute master;
man became the slave. It is really a heavy scene,
but according to all the records you have, Satan is
ruling all those who have rejected God.
Lastly, when man rebelled, the world was legally
handed over to Satan. Adam actually became the
Benedict Arnold of the universe. When he obeyed Satan,
he turned the deed of himself, all his dominion, and all
his descendants over to Satan and, therefore, now you
have it—Satan is the ruler of the world!
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WHAT OF THE CURSE OF EVE?
Oh, yes, back to the Gap theory—in exchange
for Eve’s foolishness, God gave her as punishment
a more severe time in childbearing and thus and
so.—Worse than what? To be relative and be
worse than… indicates that there was already
something present! So be it.
I trust I have laid forth enough information for
you to consider that possibly you have a problem
with a most clever, evil character. You have a far
more potent God with unlimited ability—but you
continue to limit Him.
My intent is to allow you to see “how” it
comes to be in the temptations and the traps. The
farther you go, the deeper you get into the mire—
for you fail to turn around and see that you have help.
You march forth like Eve, missing the point entirely.
There is only one way into safety and security—
and that is to turn about and into the strength of the
Creator God. You may think you have dipped to the
depths and there is no way out of your quagmire—
nay, simply turn about and ask for the Light in
truth and desire and it shall come forth. You are
a “willing” victim; the minute you cease to be a
willing victim, ye shall find your freedom.
I am going to finish this document in a most
unpleasant manner. The items of Satanic horror are
kept from you. I need not linger over very many
instances—I shall just quote from a few as they have
been brought public and give you some insight as to
who and how the game of Satanic experiences is
spread. I am going to get gory, bloody and as violent
as the words which come from the printed papers
and accounts; I have no notion to spare your senses
in the least—read it and please weep for the
horribleness herein. Weep for yourselves, if you are
involved in the lie; weep for your brother, your sister,
your parents, your children and all mankind—for this
is a terrorist story beyond all. Ye have refused to
look and see too long. YOU WILL EITHER
CHANGE IT OR IT WILL NOT BE CHANGED.
YOU HAVE BECOME THE TRAPPED ON THE
TREADMILL OF VIOLENCE LEADING TO MORE
VIOLENCE AND YE ARE SLOWLY DEADENED SO
THAT WHAT WAS ONCE, ONLY A SHORT WHILE
AGO, UNACCEPTABLE AND VULGAR NO
LONGER EVEN INTERESTS YOU.
WE HAVE PRECEDED THIS DOCUMENT
WITH EIGHT OTHERS, AT LEAST FOUR OF
WHICH DEAL WITH THE EVIL EMPIRE ABOUT
YOU. WE FURTHER GIVE UNTO YOU HELP.
THIS DEALS WITH THE PERSONAL EVIL WITHIN
AND WITHOUT AND KNOW, HERE, TOO, IS HELP,
BUT YOU MUST RECOGNIZE OF IT AND ASK.
YOU ARE IN THE FINAL PLAY AND IT DEPENDS
UPON YOU AS TO HOW THE FINAL ACT SHALL
BE PLAYED OUT. SO BE IT AND SELAH.
Let us allow this to sit until morning next,
Dharma, for you have had enough for this day.
In love and total caring I take my place at
stand-by. I grant ye ones peace in abundance.
I AM SANANDA
[END OF PART 6]
For Part 1 of this Phoenix Journal #9 (SATAN’S
DRUMMERS) please see the 7/26/00 CONTACT
(page 9); Part 2 (3/14/01, page11); Part 3 (4/4/01,
page 7); Part 4 (4/11/01, page 9); Part 5 (5/9/01, page 8)—
Call (800) 800-5565 for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
THE UNDERGROUND MILITARY
By William M. Arkin, Washington Post, 5/7/01
The military facility in Iquitos, Peru is not a U.S.
airbase, nor does it appear in any list of U.S. military
facilities. The Americans providing real-time tracking
information to the Peruvian air force are not
government or military personnel.
So, who are the gaggle of Iquitos “contractors”
employed by a company named Aviation Development
Corporation, a company which is located on Maxwell Air
Force base in Montgomery, Alabama, but is not a part
of the U.S. Air Force? Who are the contractors
operating a specially outfitted Cessna Citation V
surveillance plane that flies the U.S. flag but does not
belong to the U.S. government? Who are the contractors
operating from a hangar built by a Peruvian company
paid by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers?
They are the fighters in our drug war!
The American people are supposed to believe that
Peruvian operations to stem the cocaine flow into the
United States are innocuous, but we cannot know who
the players are or what they are up to until disaster
strikes. When the destroyer USS Cole met disaster in
Yemen last October, or the Navy EP-3 was attacked off
of Hainan island, we were similarly educated about
underground activities of the U.S. military.
In his election campaign, President Bush vowed to
reduce the American military presence around the world.
It’s a particularly tough task when much of the
“presence” isn’t acknowledged or official. Taken
individually, each country like Peru or a Yemen may have
a justification for secrecy. But when one adds up all the
Peru’s and Yemen’s, it becomes apparent that the U.S.
military is increasingly everywhere and nowhere.
At the same time Peru was in the headlines, there
were press reports that the United States and Israel
had conducted an unusual joint military exercise in the
Negev desert. Jane’s Defence Weekly called it
Israel’s “first” exercise with the U.S. Air Force.
The Jerusalem Post called it a “marked boost in
military cooperation”. Neither assertion is true, but
that is the problem of an underground military policy.
It is hard to know exactly what is going on.
In fact, the United States and Israel have a regular
series of military exercises, going under the code names
Juniper Stallion, Juniper Cobra, Noble Shirley, and other
Juniper variations. A month before March’s Juniper
Stallion exercise, another American contingent was in
Israel for Juniper Cobra, a tactical missile defense
exercise which included test-firing Patriot missiles while
the U.S. Navy Aegis destroyer USS Porter operated off
the coast. The exercise, perhaps coincidentally, ended
just five days before the February 16 U.S. and British air
attacks against Iraqi air defense sites.
Last year’s Juniper Stallion exercise involved the
aircraft carrier battle group USS Eisenhower, and was
from March 19-26. Eight U.S. aircraft operated from
Nevatim airfield in Israel and U.S. Navy SEALs went
ashore to train with their Israeli counterparts. During
Juniper Stallion 2000, according to the Eisenhower

public affairs office, U.S. aircraft were able to drop live
bombs at two desert ranges in Israel, giving crews
valuable experience given the temporary prohibition from
dropping live ordnance on Vieques Island in Puerto Rico.
Juniper Stallion 99, held in August 1999, was an even
more extensive, and secret, exercise. U.S. Air Force
munitions personnel from Italy were deployed to officially
non-existent sites where they inspected and maintained
the $500 million worth of ammunition the United States
keeps in Israel for wartime contingencies. Their bases,
called Sites 51, 53, and 54, don’t appear on any map.
Their specific locations are classified and highly sensitive.
And it’s not just munitions. The United States has
“prepositioned” vehicles, military equipment, even a 500bed hospital, for U.S. Marines, Special Forces, and Air
Force fighter and bomber aircraft at at least six sites in
Israel, all part of what is antiseptically described as
“U.S.-Israel strategic cooperation”.
Such cooperation may or may not enhance American
security, may or may not be a prudent part of planning
to defend a close friend. The extent of U.S. involvement
may or may not be known and understood by U.S.
decision-makers and the Congress. But the reason for
all the secrecy is clear: All around Israel, in Egypt,
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Oman, and the Gulf states, the
U.S. has newly built up an enormous and yet officially
non-existent military presence.
Here is the web we weave: The Germany-based
22nd Fighter Squadron, the main U.S. Air Force unit
to participate in the March Juniper Stallion exercise in
Israel, returned from a 90-day tour in Saudi Arabia in
late November. The squadron’s mission flying the
southern Iraqi “no-fly” zone during its Saudi
deployment warranted a press release and a couple of
stories in military newspapers. But its foray into
Israel was—and is—“classified”.
If the Air Force issued a press release about the
Israel exercise, the 22nd might not be allowed back into
Saudi Arabia next time. Not to worry much though. As
the Persian Gulf has effectively become an American
military protectorate, the U.S. had built up more than a
few, officially non-existent facilities and “classified”
operations in this part of the world as well. It is secrecy
that allows our Saudi hosts to ignore the U.S.-Israel
relationship, but also to maintain the fig leaf that they do
not permit military bases on their soil.
On the surface, it’s all about “containing” Iraq, but
underground, tens of thousands of U.S. military
personnel (and “contractors”) have flooded the entire
region: an Army battalion mans the border north of
Kuwait City; “expeditionary” air units fly from airbases
in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab
Emirates, and Oman; an aircraft carrier battle group plies
the waters in and around the Gulf, more and more depots
fill up with stockpiled weapons and munitions ready to
accommodate reinforcing ground and air units.
After the missionary plane shootdown in Peru,
government spokesmen and CIA officials were quick
to justify their counterdrug arrangements (“vital”,
“working”, blah, blah blah). Their explanations
revealed not only a labyrinth at Iquitos but at least a
dozen additional officially non-existent air bases,
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radars, command centers, and who knows what
extending from Honduras and El Salvador down to
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Colombia and back north
to Curacao, Puerto Rico, and the Bahamas.
From Central and South America to Israel to the
Gulf, more than 200,000 U.S. military personnel (and
who knows how many “contractors”) are out there
worldwide. Since the waning days of the Cold War, the
number has declined by about half. Yet about 90 percent
of the cuts occurred as a result of reductions in
European-based forces, mostly in Germany. In most
places outside Europe, there have been significant
increases in the underground presence.
After the 2000 election, Colin Powell and other
incoming Bush administration foreign policy officials
decried U.S. forces being stretched thin. “Our plan,”
Powell says, “is to ... take a look not only at our
deployments in Bosnia but in Kosovo and many other
places around the world, and make sure those
deployments are proper.”
Though Congress has now indicated it will launch a
broad review of U.S. drug interdiction efforts, the
Defense Department’s “strategic review” is not
examining the new American realm in any comprehensive
way. Will disaster have to strike somewhere else before
we get a thoughtful look at the extent of our secret
overseas presence and commitments?
[JR: Since 1982 the U.S. has maintained two military
bases in the Sinai that are manned by highly trained
elite troops. During the Gulf War we took control
of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain and have
established permanent occupational forces in the
area. We have now extended our presence in Israel
by (secretly) participating in accelerated joint
military exercises. Do you get the picture that we
have set ourselves up to protect Israel and the oil
fields? When did you ever hear of a joint IsraeliU.S. military exercise in the U.S. to protect U.S.
cities and its citizens? LIKE NEVER! It will take
a tragedy of untold proportions, even greater than
the USS Liberty, to jolt this administration and our
Congress to face the fact that Israel uses us and is
no friend or trusted ally. Sharon and his Likud
Party would not hesitate to sacrifice any number of
Americans and their cities (as he would the Arabs)
to defend Israel and grab it all. Sharon would justify
such military actions as necessary collateral damage.
That’s military jargon for WHO CARES.]
IDEA TO TAKE LAND FUELS ENERGY FIRES
By Miguel Llanos, MSNBC News, 5/9/01
If you’re still wondering how much of an impact
the nation’s energy needs can have on you, Vice
President Dick Cheney has added this possible
scenario: You could be forced to sell your property if
it lies on transmission routes sought by electricity
suppliers. That notion fueled the energy fires that
continued Wednesday with a Senate hearing and the
possibility of more rolling blackouts in California.
Cheney, Speaking Tuesday on CNN, said his
White House task force on energy is looking at the
idea of requiring private property owners to sell
their land for the good of the nation’s power grid.
“The federal government already has the authority,
eminent domain authority, with respect to gas
pipelines,” Cheney said. “The issue is whether or not
we should have the same authority on electrical
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transmission lines—that’s never been granted previously.
That’s one of the issues we’ve looked at.”…
The issue is part of a larger debate that comes
down to this: Democrats and environmentalists see
energy conservation as key; the Bush administration and
Republican lawmakers believe the answer lies with
increasing energy supplies and infrastructure, like power
lines. “We can’t conserve our way to energy
independence,” Bush said Tuesday night in a speech to
the Electronic Industries Alliance.
As part of boosting the nation’s power grid,
administration sources said after Cheney’s
comments, the task force will indeed propose new
eminent domain legislation, arguing that the lack of
federal authority often requires electricity suppliers
to go through long approval processes involving
states and numerous local jurisdictions.
Utilities, not the government, would own the
property, one official said.
Earlier this year, two Republican energy bills in the
Senate and House had included federal eminent domain
authority for power lines. But the provision later was
deleted due to objections by other lawmakers.
Cheney and others have cited a shortage of
transmission lines as one reason for bottlenecks in the
electricity grids and a shortage of power in areas of high
demand. New lines also are expected to be needed to
connect new power plants to the grid.
While utilities have lobbied for federal eminent
domain over the siting of power lines, state and local
governments, which have their own eminent domain
laws, have opposed it as a federal intrusion.
Democrats and environmentalists said they couldn’t
believe a conservative Republican like Cheney was
suggesting even the possibility of property takings.
“It’s one of the most astonishing things I’ve heard
a Republican say in a decade,” said Ralph Cavanaugh, an
energy analyst for the Natural Resources Defense
Council. States already have eminent domain powers,
Cavanaugh argued, and while regional cooperation needs
to be improved there’s no need for a federal takeover.
Rep. Bill Pascrell, D-N.J., had a similar reaction,
noting that he had just spent 2 ½ years to defeat a
company that tried to take private and public land in New
Jersey for natural gas pipelines.
“Utilities for most part think they can do whatever
they want,” Pascrell added. “It would be the same
situation with electrical lines.”
“This is a fast track approach,” he said, “and
unfortunately citizens get shortchanged whenever
there’s a fast track.”
Free-market analysts also expressed some concern.
Roger Pilon, vice president of legal affairs at the
libertarian Cato Institute, said he’d be worried if the
federal government were to actually delegate eminent
domain power to utilities seeking transmission lines.
And Paul Georgia, an environmental policy analyst at
the Competitive Enterprise Institute, noted “a lot of
abuse” in the past over property takings.
“Hopefully,” he said, “the administration will respect
people’s property rights” and ensure they get a fair value
for any property taken from them.
Cheney also blamed California’s troubles on what he
called a misguided focus on conservation instead of
building new power plants.
“They’ve taken the route of saying, ‘Well, we can
conserve our way out of the problem. All we have to
do is conserve; we don’t have to produce any more
power,’” Cheney said. “So they haven’t built any

electric power plants in the last 10 years in California,
and today they’ve got rolling blackouts.”
California Gov. Gray Davis, a Democrat, later
issued a response, insisting that while new power
plants will provide long-term relief, conservation is
the best short-term solution.
“We need a twin program of more production and
more conservation,” he stated. “Conservation is critical
for this summer—and beyond.”
New figures released by California show that those
efforts had indeed reduced peak-time energy use by
nearly 9 percent during February through April.
Davis acknowledged no large plants were built
in the 12 years before his term, but he added that
his administration has approved 13 new plants.
“No state in America is building more power plants
than California,” he stated.
The governor also chided the Bush administration for
ignoring its own experts. Citing an Energy Department
report from last November, Davis noted that it
“concluded that a government-led conservation program
could cut growth in energy consumption almost in half
using proven technology.”
In his interview, Cheney went to lengths to say the
task force’s recommendations include “a lot” of
conservation programs, but would focus on the
deficiencies in the nation’s supply of domestic oil, natural
gas, nuclear, hydro and coal.
“Well, you’ll find that most of the financial incentives
that we recommend in the report go for conservation or
renewables, for increased efficiencies,” Cheney said.
“Now, we don’t have a lot of new financial
incentives in here to go out and produce more oil and gas,
for example, so, we believe in conservation, we believe
in renewables, we believe in wind and solar and all of
those other technologies.”
But, Cheney added, even if renewable sources
tripled they would still only amount to 6 percent of
the nation’s needs.
Cheney also elaborated on what he saw as a need to
build 1,300 new power plants over the next 20 years to
keep pace with an expansive economy.
Some of the new plants might be nuclear-powered,
he noted, possibly setting the stage for the first new
nuclear plant applications in some 25 years.
Cheney added that the task force will ask the
Environmental Protection Agency to review rules that
limit emissions from older, dirtier power plants.
Those standards were written into the Clean Air
Act in 1990 to limit pollution from power plants
created by upgrades in equipment.
On rising gasoline prices, Cheney insisted that
the administration has “worked with OPEC” to
maintain adequate supplies of petroleum.
The bottleneck, he said, is the fact that there are
fewer refineries to turn crude into gasoline. “The fact
is today we can’t blame the problem on OPEC in
terms of current gasoline prices,” he said.
“Production levels and the price of oil through the
spring have been fairly stable. In fact the biggest
problem comes back to refinery capacities.”
The disagreements over how to handle energy
policy were visible Wednesday at a Senate
confirmation hearing for three top Energy Department
nominees, who were peppered with questions on
conservation, production and renewable energy.
[JR: It never seems to fail that some kind of crisis
is created either by various industries or our own
federal government to implement some controversial
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development program or legislation. Like the
Alaskan pipeline in the ’70s “oil crisis” which was
secretly designated for export only to help our trade
imbalance, which is even worse today. In this socalled energy crisis, both the oil and power industries
will benefit because the government will step in and
subsidize (with taxpayer dollars) new power plants,
refineries, electrical grid towers and pipe lines that
these billion dollar monopolies failed to build decades
ago. They used all their profits merging and buying
out their competitors. These politically influential
conglomerates must feel very secure for them to
mismanage their business, neglect the need for
construction of new facilities and plants just to meet
their basic business demands. They know
Washington will step in under the “National
Security” mandate and not only bail them out but
subsidize their future expansion. Now on top of the
oil and power companies ripping off the American
people, we also have Cheney pushing for federal
eminent domain authority to confiscate private
property for the Utility companies, like they would
stop at just the power grids once they obtain that
awesome power and authority. Even without
eminent domain authority our federal government
already is confiscating thousands of acres of private
property annually through bogus RICO charges and
forcing people off their lands using environmental
laws and the Endangered Species Act, to name a
few, that are bankrupting thousands of familyowned farms and homesteads. Today when the
government shows up on your property they are
not there to help you but to relieve you of your
land. In the 1940-60s Uncle Sam used to want
you; today he wants your land. At the rate we are
going, it won’t be long before we all become
sharecroppers or serfs to our government.]
WHY DID ISRAEL’S ANTI-MISSILE PROGRAM
SUCCEED SO MUCH FASTER THAN AMERICA’S?
By Henry F. Cooper, NY POST, 5/8/01
Key technology for building non-nuclear missile
defenses was demonstrated 15 years ago. Yet
despite spending nearly $60 billion on a variety of
missile-defense programs since Ronald Reagan
launched the Strategic Defense Initiative in March
1983, America still has no operational defense
system beyond the Patriot used in the Gulf War.
This fact seems inexcusable—especially when
you consider what Israel has been able to
accomplish in the meantime.
Last month, I attended a reception at the Israeli
Embassy in Washington to celebrate the development
of Israel’s “Arrow” ballistic-missile-defense system,
which became operational last fall. Arrow
development began in earnest on my watch as SDI
Director, in response to Iraqi Scud attacks on Israel.
The Israeli record shows what can be done
with persistent, enduring political will and
competent technical and management skill, even in
the face of limited resources.
Indisputably, Israel has had unwavering political
will since the Gulf War demonstrated its
vulnerability to missile attack. Israeli leaders of
different political parties all strongly support the
need to defend the Israeli people. After early test
failures, the Arrow program management and
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engineering team got its act together. Several successful
tests led to Arrow’s operational status last year.
For less than $2 billion (three-quarters of
which came from the U.S. taxpayer), Israel now
has its own homeland defense against ballistic
missiles—a capability shared only by Russia.
Contrast this with America’s development of the
Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system,
intended to protect our overseas troops against missile
attack. Development began at about the same time.
THAAD already has cost the U.S. taxpayer several
times what the Israelis spent on Arrow, and recent
Pentagon reports say it will be 2007 before THAAD
achieves operational capability—no doubt with a
doubling of our investment to date.
THAAD also has had bipartisan support—
sufficient to press ahead even after its first six flight
tests ended in failure. (The primary cause of those
failures: inadequate quality control and errors in
employing technology that U.S. engineers mastered
more than 30 years ago.) As with Arrow, the
THAAD engineers eventually succeeded. After two
consecutive successful tests in June and August 1999,
THAAD entered full-scale engineering development.
Why should it take until 2007 to begin THAAD
operations, some 15 years after formal R&D began—
almost twice the time it took Israel to build its first
Arrow defensive base? THAAD is more sophisticated,
to be sure, but it should not take twice as long to build,
especially given our much larger investment.
We need technical and management personnel who
understand what it takes to build and test complex
systems rapidly—and not only for THAAD. In
particular, we need a streamlined engineering management
organization to rapidly build sea-based defenses to protect
not only our overseas troops, friends and allies, but
Americans at home.
With the right management and technical skills, the
Navy can provide our earliest opportunity to join Israel
and Russia with our own homeland defense and begin
protecting U.S. cities against ballistic missiles. The Navy
should adopt an engineering-management approach like
the Polaris project, which built our first strategic nuclear
submarine and its associated submarine-launched ballistic
missile in only four years in the late ’50s and early ’60s.
That was a far more daunting engineering challenge than
building sea-based missile defenses is today.
With modest additional funding ($2 billion to $3
billion), a new Navy team that adopts the rigorous,
risk-mitigating engineering discipline of the original
Polaris team can build and begin operating wide-area
sea-based defenses in three to four years. Also like
Polaris, such initial sea-based defenses could be
improved—e.g., with faster booster rockets and more
capable interceptor kill vehicles (again at modest
cost)—to provide a robust global defense.
President Bush wants to build effective missile
defenses at the earliest possible date—as, indeed, the
1999 National Missile Defense Act commands him to do.
Meeting his goal demands a commitment to use top
engineering skills, necessary resources and persistent,
enduring political will to get the job done.
That’s what worked for the Israelis and in
America’s past high-priority development programs.
It will work again—but only as soon as it’s tried,
not sooner.
[JR: Since 1983 and $60-billion-plus dollars the U.S.
has yet to build a defensive weapons system to
protect us here at home. To hint that our weapons

engineers and technical staff don’t come up to par
with the Israelis is nonsense. When the Patriot
missile battery didn’t do enough to totally protect
Israel during the Gulf War, Congress did not
hesitate to hand over three-quarters of the funds
needed to assist Israel in building her “Arrow”
missile defense system in record time. Why are our
own development programs plagued with delays and
cost overruns—and who benefits from these foulups? The Zionocrats who own and run the U.S. don’t
care if we are unprotected or not. Not so? Ask
whose interests were and are being served by the
following—Indyk, Rubin, Freeh, Albright, Cohen,
Schumer, Feinstein, Lieberman, Holbrooke,
Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz and Sir Powell to name a few.
Add to that list the avid supporters of Israel in our
Congress. Israel has taken all and left us with debt
and a lot of red ink in our account at their bank
called the Federal Reserve.]
THE U.S. HELPED TO CREATE
ITS OWN UN PROBLEMS
By E.A. Torriero, World Tribune, 5/13/01
At the global affairs club that is the United
Nations, Uncle Sam has alternately been a godfather
to orphaned nations, protector of the abused and
downtrodden, bully to misbehaving despots, and
tyrant demanding its own way.
Now, after failing to win re-election to two
crucial UN commissions on human rights and
narcotics in recent weeks, the United States is
showing a ruffled diplomatic face that in the long
run could damage its foreign relations efforts.
“Crybaby,” is one word being thrown about by
some UN observers to describe the United States.
Reacting with hurt feelings, and seemingly pining for
vengeance, the Bush administration and some key
members of both branches of the U.S. Congress are
spanking the world’s peacemaking body with
unapologetic, and even dismissive, arrogance.
It’s more than a volley of nasty words that has left
even America’s most loyal allies befuddled.
On Thursday, Congress voted 252-165 to tie
the payments of the $244 million it owes in UN
dues next year to the United States being returned
to the human-rights panel.
In U.S. eyes, there is outrage at how the United
States is becoming a diplomatic punching bag after more
than half a century of UN activism.
“I don’t like our diplomats at the UN walking around
with a little sign on their back that says ‘kick me’,” Rep.
Henry Hyde (R.-Ill.), chairman of the House International
Relations Committee, said last week.
But, in the view of UN observers, withholding
UN dues and continuing to refuse to pay $1.6
billion in UN peacekeeping assessments will be
hurting the nations America actually wants to help.
Several influential and longtime U.S. lawmakers
have long criticized—and sometimes moved to
penalize—the UN for its bloated organization and
checkered fiscal accountability.
Still, “the more the United States moves
ungraciously, the more it will take it on the chin,” said
M. Cherif Bassiouni, a DePaul University law
professor who headed a UN legal commission
investigating abuses in the former Yugoslavia.
“Not only will the United States not accomplish its
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goals toward bettering international relations, it will
become the laughingstock of the world.”
U.S. representatives, however, say the United States
is getting a bad rap for trying to keep misbehaving UN
members in line. It is a role the United States has
relished and cherished since the UN’s inception in 1947.
It is the United Nations that is acting in outrageous
disregard for human suffering, U.S. officials say.
Not only was the United States removed this month
from the 53-member Human Rights Commission, Sudan
and Libya—two of the most blatant human-rights
abusers—won seats. Human-rights groups reacted with
unbridled indignation, likening the vote to packing a jury
with murder suspects facing a trial.
To make matters worse for the Americans, the
United States also was voted off the International
Narcotics Control Board, while Iran—an increasing hub
for drug smuggling—was added to the panel.
The deciding ballots were secret. And the
results caught the U.S. delegation off-guard
because allied voting nations assured them in
writing that the U.S. had the votes to remain.
The snubs, however, should not have come as
a surprise.
The Bush administration has yet to establish its UN
team—including an ambassador. It was unprepared to
participate in delicate behind-the-scenes diplomatic dances
needed to prevent such a loss of prestige and power.
The U.S. delegation “didn’t do their job,” said
William H. Luers, a former U.S. ambassador to
Czechoslovakia and Venezuela and now president of
the United Nations Association of the USA.
“Now the U.S. is not dealing well with the fallout
and it is only adding to the perception of other nations
that the U.S. acts like a street bully.”
E v en b efo r e t h e v o t es , t h o u g h , man y U N
partners had long grown weary of the selfishness
of U.S. interests.
The United States, for decades acting with
disregard toward the interests of other countries, is
now even testing its relationship with its European
friends, according to its critics.
During the Cold War, the United Nations was a
stage upon which the United States set a moral
agenda by rallying its allies for diplomatic duels
with China and the Soviet Union.
In recent years, though, the world has become
a more complicated place. Under both Democratic
and Republican leadership, the United States has
been less of a leader and more of a lone ranger.
The United States has refused widespread
cooperation on treaties to abolish land mines and
has been generally unsupportive of the establishment
of an international judicial system.
Bush angered foreign friends and foes alike
since January by backing off a global warming
agreement, promoting a U.S.-dominated missile
defense system and waffling on international requests
to increase the availability of AIDS medicines.
So when it came time to fill geographic slots in
commission rotations, there was little love lost
when the United States was left out.
“It has to be a wakeup call to the United States,”
said Michael Colson, executive director of UN Watch in
Geneva, an independent monitoring group. “The world,
especially a unifying and more assertive Europe, is not
going to move to the U.S. tune anymore.”
Eventually, the United States will have little
choice but to reach out in compromise to key UN
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partners or risk being further isolated from
economic and strategic allies, experts say.
Instead of pressuring the UN to regain lost
seats on the commission, the United States should
embark on a strategy to promote human rights and
anti-drug smuggling efforts by swaying the
commissions with strong outside lobbying.
The United Nations, too, needs to bend. It cannot
thrive without the U.S. leadership or the financial support
from the American government, UN advisers say.
“Hopefully, the U.S. will stop trying to be so
bossy and the United Nations will relent to U.S.
pressures to streamline,” said Joshua Goldstein, a
professor of international relations at American
University in Washington.
“Hopefully, they can both learn to get along.”
[JR: If the U.S. is being perceived by other
members of the UN as being testy, bossy, a bully,
selfish, demanding, arrogant, deceitful, abusive,
aggressive and disdainful of other countries, we
are only a reflection of the policies of our closest
ally Israel and our Zionist-controlled government
in D.C. We have made ourselves the world’s
number one target while Israel gets a pass.]

a step that would anger other Balkan nations.
Macedonia’s key political parties have been trying to
form a national unity government to present a united
front to the rebels. But the Party for Democratic
Prosperity, an influential ethnic Albanian opposition party,
has refused to join unless the army halts its offensive.
Georgievski said a “prolonged cease-fire” was out of
the question. “It would allow the terrorists to regroup,”
he said, giving the party until Friday to make up its mind
about joining the coalition ahead of a Saturday
parliamentary session to announce the new government.
In a statement issued Thursday by Swedish
Foreign Minister Anna Lindh, the European Union
urged party leaders to join the coalition, saying it
“would serve as a joint platform against the violent
activities of the extremists and a forum for dialogue.”
Party spokesman Zekir Bektesi said the
international community instead should focus on
“creating conditions for an end of military operations.”
On Thursday, Kosovo’s high court released 44
ethnic Albanians who had been arrested by German
peacekeeping troops along the border in March on
suspicion of involvement in the fighting in Macedonia.
UN spokeswoman Susan Manuel said the suspects
were freed because of a procedural error during
their detention. She did not elaborate.
[JR: The pledge of cooperation by Macedonia and
the Serbs was vital if Macedonia was to survive as
a country. On May 13 th the Macedonian
Parliament was successful in forming a unity
government to challenge and defuse the Albanian
incursions into Macedonia. If the Macedonians
had waited for the UN and NATO forces to involve
themselves they would have been overrun and
taken over. I’m sure the 44 ethnic Albanians
that were arrested by the Germans and whose
releases were urged by the UN on “procedural
errors” certainly says a lot about the UN’s intentions
towards insuring the peace for that region.]

MACEDONIA, SERBIA PLEDGE
TO WORK AGAINST REBELS
USA Today, 5/10/01
SKOPJE, MACEDONIA (AP)—Macedonian and
Serbian leaders pledged to work together to fight ethnic
Albanian rebels on both sides of the border with Kosovo,
as the army pressed its assault Thursday against the
insurgents in northern villages. Troops sporadically
shelled targets in the village of Slupcane, 15 miles north
of the capital, Skopje. Col. Blagoja Markovski, an army
spokesman, said troops destroyed a rebel bunker.
Markovski said the rebels had stopped fighting to bury
comrades who had been killed.
The government again urged civilians to leave
Slupcane and two other villages believed to be guerrilla
strongholds, but no one was seen leaving the area. The
army claims the rebels are forcing civilians to stay as
human shields, a charge the rebels deny.
Thousands of frightened villagers have been
streaming from the area of the fighting and into
Kosovo on the Yugoslav side of the border. About
8,000 people, mostly ethnic Albanian women, children
and old men, have fled across the border since
Monday, the UN refugee agency said Thursday.
Macedonian Prime Minister Ljubco Georgievski
and his Serbian counterpart, Zoran Djindjic, met
Thursday in Skopje and said they had agreed to
cooperate in their efforts to contain ethnic Albanian
militants, who also have been carrying out attacks in
Serbia and in the Yugoslav province of Kosovo.
The Macedonian government and Western observers
have linked the rebels in Macedonia with members of
the former Kosovo Liberation Army. Djindjic accused
the rebels of serving under a joint command.
“The terrorists are well-coordinated,” he said.
“That means that we have to cooperate at least
just as closely and coordinate our actions.”
Georgievski agreed, calling for “coordination”
between Macedonia and Serbia, the dominant Yugoslav
republic, by exchanging information that could lead to the
“stifling of terrorism”. They did not elaborate or indicate
whether they were considering any joint military action—

HAVEL ASSAILS RUSSIA ON NATO EXPANSION
By Peter Finn, Washington Post, 5/12/01
BRATISLAVA, SLOVAKIA—In a sharp rebuttal of
Russian objections to NATO expansion, Czech
President Vaclav Havel said today that the alliance
should quickly invite Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia to
join, a move that would put NATO inside the borders
of the former Soviet Union for the first time.
Failure to do so, Havel said, would amount to
returning to the 1939 pact between Nazi Germany
and the Soviet Union that forcibly turned the three
Baltic countries into Soviet republics until the
disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991.
“I find it almost absurd that such a large and
powerful country [as Russia] should be alarmed by the
prospect of three small democratic republics at its
borders joining a regional grouping which it does not
control,” said Havel, a former anti-communist dissident
who embodied the struggle against Soviet domination.
Speaking at a conference here in which nine central
and East European countries reaffirmed their desire to
join NATO, Havel said it was his “profound conviction
that Russia does not deserve that we behave towards it
as we would toward a leper, an invalid or a child who
requires special treatment and whose whims, no matter
how dangerous, must be understood and tolerated.”
Havel’s speech was the strongest statement yet
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on the merits of NATO expansion into the Baltic
region by a leading politician from the alliance, which
the Czech Republic joined two years ago along with
Poland and Hungary. It was clearly designed to
accelerate discussion of NATO expansion, an item
likely to assume ever greater importance on the
agenda of the Bush administration.
The next invitations to join NATO are likely to
be issued in 2002. Russia, which opposed but
eventually acceded to the NATO expansion two
years ago, has insisted that NATO not admit any
states that once were part of the Soviet Union.
Some European countries fear that the
accession of the Baltic countries in particular will
heighten Russian fears of isolation and encirclement
and spark a nationalist backlash that could hinder
democratization and economic reform.
Some Europeans have advocated a “Slo-Slo” policy,
admitting Slovenia and Slovakia in 2002 but holding out
only the prospect of further expansion for the Baltic
states as well as Romania, Bulgaria, Albania and
Macedonia. Croatia is a new applicant.
But invoking the bloody expansionism of Hitler and
Stalin, Havel said that yielding to Russia on the Baltics
would “amount to returning to the Ribbentrop-Molotov
pact,” in which the two totalitarian systems marched to
new borders with each other in September 1939 after
secretly dividing central Europe.
The Baltic countries, and other aspirants, argue that
to bow to Russia would give it a de facto veto over
NATO decisions and acknowledge a Russian sphere of
influence where it deserves none.
“If none of the Baltic states are invited, that action
means Russia has a veto,” Lithuanian Prime Minister
Rolandas Paksas said in an interview, adding that NATO
membership was a matter of “historical justice”.
In a letter to the conference participants, President
Bush said “no part of Europe will be excluded because
of history or geography,” provided countries show
commitment to meet NATO standards. Officials from all
three Baltic states say their countries will have done
enough technically to merit an invitation by the time of
the Prague summit, and the decision, in the end, will
emerge from the interplay among the United States,
Western Europe and Russia.
Russian concerns greeted delegates when they
arrived this morning. A letter from the Russian
Embassy in Slovakia had been placed on every desk
at the conference, rebutting comments in a white
paper that was also circulated to delegates by the
Center for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington and the Slovak Foreign Policy Association.
The white paper said Moscow is subverting
political and economic institutions in NATO candidate
countries by, among other things, promoting
“organized criminality.” The editors of the report
were obviously worried about the allegation because
it is followed by an editorial aside that remained in the
text: “(This last statement about criminality is a bit
strong and should be toned down.)”
It wasn’t, and the Russians were outraged. The
embassy said, “It is… deplorable if the image of enemy
is being created in such a way with the aim to prove the
necessity of NATO expansion.” The embassy also said,
“NATO’s enlargement plans [are] a grave mistake,
provoking negative changes [on the] military-strategic
landscape and division lines in Europe.”
But Havel said NATO’s territory, as well as the area
into which it can and should expand, “extends from
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Alaska in the West to Tallin [Estonia] in the East.” He
argued that Russia needs to come to terms with the
limits of its domain, and suggested that it may actually
benefit from having NATO on its doorstep.
“Russia must finally realize that NATO’s mission
poses no threat to it and that if NATO moves closer to
Russia’s borders, it brings closer stability, security,
democracy and an advanced political culture, which is
obviously in Russia’s essential interest,” Havel said.
The Czech president, however, rejected the idea,
occasionally offered in the West, that Russia itself might
one day join the alliance, saying that any endless
expansion of NATO would render it toothless.
“Personally, I find it rather difficult to imagine
Russia as a NATO member,” he said. “Moreover,
I do not think that its membership would serve any
good purpose.”
[JR: Evidently the Eurocrats feel threatened by
Russia and want to create the attitude that she is a
danger to Europe and needs to be isolated and
contained. They paint her as still being a closed and
backward nation who has yet to acquire the social
graces of European politics. To insure that Russia
is closed in, they are busily incorporating all the
little countries that surround her into the NATO
family of puppet nations and advising/warning Russia
to get used to NATO as a neighbor. Russia has been
struggling to recover from the transition to the free
market system that caused an economic meltdown
during Yeltsin’s tenure. Under Putin, she has
made great progress on advancing her position
with alliances and successful trade agreements
with China and other countries abused and
ignored by the Western powers. Maybe that is
why NATO and the Eurocrats want the Russian
bear kept out of their forest of influence.]

Copenhagen, Istanbul, Tokyo and Seoul, and have
scheduled meetings in Canada and Ukraine.
The outreach campaign contrasted with Bush’s
unilateral decision in March to renounce the Kyoto global
warming treaty, a move that engendered bitterness, even
among friends of the United States riled that he would
make such a decision without consulting them. Missile
defense seemed to be shaping up along the same lines,
but last week Bush promised to seek advice and input
from key countries, including not just U.S. allies but also
outspoken opponents of missile defense.
In many of the meetings over the last several days,
the U.S. delegations have explained Bush’s rationale for
creating a defense against missiles developed by hostile,
small nations such as North Korea, and then listened to
often detailed and sometimes pointed questions posed by
military and civilian leaders from host countries.
“We presented our point of view, but we were
very, very interested in what the Turkish side had
to say,” Undersecretary of State Marc Grossman
said Friday after a meeting in Istanbul, where he
hoped to win the support of a NATO ally in a
neighborhood that includes two of the nations most
worrisome to the Pentagon, Iran and Iraq.
In Moscow, Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz and deputy National Security Adviser Stephen
Hadley emerged from the Russian Foreign Ministry to
report what they called “good, substantive discussions”,
the first of what they promised would be more to come.
“The fact that we are meeting and opening this
dialogue between the Bush administration and the
Russians is a sign of progress,” Hadley said. “The
Russian side has great, serious and important questions.
We began to give them some answers to those questions.
We’ve done a lot of thinking about the subject; we’ll
obviously have more thinking to do.”
Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov heads to
Washington next week for the first time since Bush took
office. “But it is not clear to us how to solve the
problem of international security if we break all the
[arms-control] agreements,” Yakovenko said. “They
can’t answer this question. That’s the problem. They
have no clear idea how to solve the problem of
international security without having all the international
treaties in the field of disarmament.”
Western European leaders were only somewhat
less blunt in voicing their doubts. The French
government issued a terse statement saying, “Our
position and our questions are well-known; we
repeated them to the American delegation.”
Michael Steiner, foreign policy adviser to Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder, told reporters that Germany’s
questions have not been answered either.
U.S. officials received a warmer response in India,
where the government has embraced the larger concepts
of Bush’s strategic plan, if not the specifics. Deputy
Secretary of State Richard Armitage passed along a letter
from Bush accepting an invitation to visit India and
emerged from Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s
house proclaiming himself “delighted” by his meeting.
[JR: The handlers in the Bush administration
(like Wolfowitz and Armitage) are pulling out all the
stops to sell the rest of the world on our missile
defense system. Seems like they don’t have a lot of
answers to sooth the furrowed brows of our friends
and allies like France and Germany or the ever
watchful Russians. Notice they didn’t bother
conferring with Russia’s ally China. Turkey, I’m
sure, will go along with us if we pay her enough and

BUSH ENVOYS FACE SKEPTICISM
OVER MISSILE DEFENSE PLAN
By Peter Baker, The Washington Post, 5/13/01
MOSCOW—President Bush’s emissaries fanned
out across the world this week seeking support for,
or at least acceptance of, his plans to build a
missile defense system, a gesture of inclusion
welcomed by allies and others fearful he was
developing a go-it-alone foreign policy.
But if he hoped to win converts to his vision of
a nuclear shield, Bush might be disappointed when
his representatives return home. Leaders in
Western Europe expressed lingering skepticism,
while Russia continued to warn that construction
of a comprehensive anti-missile system could
unravel decades of arms-control agreements.
“I would put it like this: We still have more questions
than answers,” Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman
Alexander Yakovenko said after Bush aides met with
senior officials in Moscow on Friday. But he added,
“The most important thing is that consultations have
begun and are going to be continued.”
The sweep of the Bush team was unusually wide
as envoys from Washington sat down with
counterparts around the globe, from Moscow’s
Kremlin to New Delhi, capital of one of the world’s
newest nuclear powers. The State Department said
that in addition to Friday’s consultations in Moscow
and New Delhi, the envoys have met with officials in
London, Paris, Rome, Warsaw, The Hague,
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will do her part to maintain the peace in the Middle
East. The Bushites would like this missile defense
system operational by 2005 but have conceded it may
not be a go until 2010 given the complexities of the
system. We seem to be the only ones paying for
this missile defense system to protect the world.
We taxpayers should heartily object.]
QUESTIONS FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
COLIN POWELL BEFORE THE HOUSE
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
U.S. Representative Dr. Ron Paul’s
Freedom Report, 4/8/01
Secretary Powell, thank you for your time and
please answer the following questions:
[JR’s “perception” of what Sir Powell’s responses
might be to these questions is in bold type.]
1. On the topic of the International Criminal Court,
I have two questions. I am pleased that the
administration, as well as the Chairman of this
Committee, have spoken against the ICC treaty as an
infringement upon U.S. sovereignty. As a policy matter,
can you explain why the administration has not spoken
similarly against the WTO, the International War Crimes
Tribunal, or the idea of fighting wars based on UN or
NATO resolutions and why these instrumentalities are
any less threatening to our sovereignty? Also on the ICC
topic, if the administration is not going to pursue
ratification of the treaty, will you support my resolution,
H Con Res 23, calling on the President to declare to all
nations that the United States does not assent to the
treaty and that the signature of former President Clinton
should not be construed to mean otherwise?
[JR’s Powell: The WTO is promoting global
markets around the world and is in the best
interest of the U.S. As for our participation in
the UN and NATO we are fulfilling our
responsibilities as a superpower and as a world
leader. We lead and the world follows. We object
to the ICC because it subjects our troops and
administrators serving overseas to possible criminal
prosecution by a foreign court system. As to
supporting your resolution I will withhold comment
until the issue is brought up by the President.]
2. Since World War II, each of our Presidents have
engaged in wars—both big and small, from Korea to the
continued bombing of Iraq—without an explicit
declaration of war from Congress. Yet, the Constitution
clearly vests the decision to go to war (as opposed to its
execution by the commander-in chief, once declared),
with the Congress. If, however, the “war decision” is
allowed to come from Presidential directives or UN
resolutions, of what value to the American people is the
Constitutional constraint upon a President who would
otherwise wage war without Congressional approval? Do
you believe the War Powers Resolution is
unconstitutional? If so, why? If not, why not?
[JR’s Powell: No, the War Powers Act is not
unconstitutional because Congress granted those
powers to the President to make unilateral decisions
to fulfill our obligations under the treaties we sign.]
3. Is it not clear that a U.S. treaty, although it
is called the law of the land, was never intended to
be used to amend our Constitution?
[JR’s Powell: That’s a matter for Congress to debate.]
4. Why do we trade and subsidize a country like
China, pursue talks with Iran and North Korea, and act
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as a conduit for peace in the Middle East while all we
seem to know what to do with Iraq is bomb, kill, and
impose sanctions? Surely we are not expected to believe
Saddam Hussein is the only totalitarian in power today?
[JR’s Powell: The U.S. position is that
Saddam is as much a threat to the peace in the
Middle East today as he was 10 years ago.
China, Iran and North Korea have not moved
in a hostile manner towards their neighbors.]
5. Is not the continued bombing of Iraq an act of
war? Where does the administration get its authority
to pursue this war? Is this policy not in violation of
our Constitution that says only Congress can declare
war? There is not even a UN resolution calling for the
U.S.-British imposed no-fly zone over Iraq. Our allies
have almost all deserted us on our policy toward Iraq.
Is it not time to talk to the Iraqis? We talked to
the Soviets at the height of the Cold War, surely
we can do the same with Iraq today. We trade
with and subsidize China and we talk to the
Iranians, surely we can trade with Iraq...?
[JR’s Powell: Congressman Paul, I respect your
concerns but I don’t have the time to debate these
complex issues you presented today.]
6. If investors of a foreign nation had a stake in oil
production in the Gulf of Mexico and their country was
dependent on oil imports for subsistence, is that country
justified in militarily dominating the Gulf and use of U.S.
soil for basing operations? My guess is Americans
would be furious even if done with our government
official’s approval. Yet we expect the Arab world—
a world quite different from ours—to accept our
presence and domination. Is it not possible for our
policy in the region to show more “humility” rather
than pursue a policy that incites Islamic
fundamentalists against us leading to what they see as
acts of self defense and we see as acts of terrorism?
[JR’s Powell: We were invited by the Saudis
to protect their interests.]
7. How would you, the U.S. government, and the
American people respond if a foreign power subsidized
subversive groups whose goal it was to overthrow our
government as we are doing with the Iraqi National Congress?
[JR’s Powell: We would take appropriate
measures that would circumvent any such activities.]
8. In your earlier remarks before this committee you
said that you regard the military as a vital component of
U.S. foreign policy. I am wondering if you, as a former
military officer, would comment on the antiquated idea
of a military draft and selective service registration. I
believe you have spoken against the draft in the past. Do
you still hold that a draft is unwarranted? Would you
support ending draft registration?
[JR’s Powell: That problem has not presented
itself as yet.] With respect, I thank you, Mr. Powell.

sought to undermine the security of the Libyan state.
The trial, which opened in February but has
repeatedly been adjourned, is scheduled to resume
Sunday. The proceedings in Libya have prompted
outrage by the government and public in Bulgaria,
where the charges are seen as motivated by
Gadhafi’s political calculations.
In a speech to the African summit on HIV/AIDS
held in Nigeria in late April, Gadhafi told of a vast
conspiracy in which the CIA created HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS; Western pharmaceutical companies
profit from it; and the Bulgarians gave it to Libyan
children for experimental purposes, perhaps at the
behest of U.S. or Israeli intelligence services.
In a possible clue to his motivations, Gadhafi
vaguely linked the prosecution of the Bulgarians to the
recent trial in a Scottish court of two Libyan suspects
in the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 270 people.
The Bulgarians will face “an international trial, like the
Lockerbie trial,” Gadhafi said, without elaborating.
The Scottish court convicted one Lockerbie
defendant and acquitted the other. Many observers
suspect Gadhafi ordered the aircraft’s bombing in
revenge for a U.S. bombing raid on Libya in 1986 in
which two of his sons were wounded and his 15-monthold adopted daughter was killed. Washington said the raid
was aimed at a Libyan terror network.
Bulgarian Foreign Minister Nadezhda Mikhailova met
Monday with Arab ambassadors in Sofia, the Bulgarian
capital, to complain that Gadhafi appeared to be seeking
political benefits from the trial of the medical personnel.
“The analogy made with the Lockerbie trial prompts
thoughts about political moves aimed at turning the
Bulgarian citizens into scapegoats for settling scores with
other countries,” Mikhailova said.
Bulgaria will ask the World Health Organization, the
International Committee of the Red Cross, the Red
Crescent Society and relevant bodies of the United
Nations to get involved in medical aspects of the case,
Bulgaria’s state-run radio reported.
[JR: Col. Gadhafi of Libya is not likely to declare
himself a friend of Israel or the U.S. Gadhafi’s charge
that the HIV/AIDS virus was developed jointly by the
U.S. and Israel as a biological weapon, is not without
merit. The same charges have been raised here in the
U.S. and elsewhere. If the UN/WHO want to
investigate the charges and become involved it might
make things even more interesting. The WHO has
been ineffective in combating the AIDS pandemic that
is rampant in South Africa and in other
underdeveloped countries. If Libya is a targeted foe
and the Bulgarians are involved, one could speculate
that there might be some truth to Gadhafi’s charges.
Bulgaria has been involved in one of the world’s most
famous political intrigue incidents (i.e. the shooting of
the Pope). Are the Bulgarians still in this intrigue
game and has Gadhafi nailed the right culprits?]

LIBYA ACCUSES 6 BULGARIANS
OF INFECTING KIDS WITH HIV
By David Holley, Los Angeles Times, 5/10/01
WARSAW—It all sounds too bizarre for anyone to take
seriously. But for six Bulgarian medical workers imprisoned in
Libya, outlandish accusations by Libyan leader Col. Moammar
Gadhafi about a plot to spread AIDS are no joke.
A Libyan prosecutor is seeking the death penalty against
the five nurses and one doctor, who are charged with
intentionally infecting 393 children with HIV at a hospital in the
Libyan city of Benghazi. The indictment says the Bulgarians

THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
RULED AGAINST TURKEY
Daily News, 5/10/01
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM (AP)—The European Court
of Human Rights ruled Thursday that Turkey was guilty
of 14 violations of its human rights convention in a case
brought by the Cypriot government over the 27-year
Turkish occupation of the island’s north.
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The court’s panel of judges in Strasbourg,
France, voted 16-1 to hold Turkey responsible for
rights violations on the island.
The Turkish government had argued it does not have
jurisdiction over northern Cyprus, claiming responsibility
lies with the Turkish-Cypriot administration, which is not
recognized by any other nation apart from Turkey.
Complaints upheld against Turkey included
failing to investigate the disappearance of Greek
Cypriots after the 1974 invasion; inhuman treatment
of the family of missing Greek Cypriots; denying
Greek Cypriots the right to return to their homes;
failure to compensate for loss of property;
interference with freedom of religion; restrictions
on education and discrimination against Greek
Cypriots living in the Karpas Peninsula in the
Turkish-controlled North.
However the court rejected Cypriot claims Turkey
violated other clauses in the European Convention on
Human Rights, including those relating to slavery and
forced labor, and freedom of assembly.
Turkish troops invaded Cyprus in 1974 after
an abortive coup on the island by Greek Cypriots
supporting union with Greece.
In the wake of the invasion, 180,000 Greek
Cypriots fled or were expelled from the north,
where Turkey maintains 35,000 troops in support
of the local Turkish government.
The Greek Cypriot government in the south is the
only administration on the island with international
recognition. It brought similar cases against
Turkey three times in the 1970s and was backed by
the court, but there was no follow-up because under
rules at the time the verdicts were not binding.
Changes in the rules during the 1990s mean
the new ruling should be binding on Turkey.
However, the Turkish authorities have refused
to abide by a previous binding ruling on Cyprus.
In 1998, the court found in favor of a Greek
Cypriot woman, Titinia Loizidou, who was forced
from her home after the invasion. It ordered
Turkey to pay her $611,000 in damages.
Turkey has refused to do so, drawing
condemnation from other members of the Council
of Europe and a threat by Cyprus that it will seek
Turkey’s expulsion from the 43-member
organization set up in 1949 to promote European
unity, democracy and human rights.
Scores of other Greek Cypriot individuals have
also brought cases against Turkey.
The Cyprus issue and Turkey’s human rights record
are major hindrances to Turkey’s progress in seeking
membership of the 15-nation European Union.
[JR: After 30 years Turkey has yet to abide by
the edicts handed down by the European court
regarding Cyprus. For over 300 years Turkey
was the sole ruler of Cyprus until she lost the war
with Britain in 1915. After carving up what is
now Saudi Arabia, Britain annexed Cyprus and
declared it a British colony after first offering it
to the Greeks. The Greeks refused the offer
because they didn’t want to take sides with
Britain against the Serbs. Doesn’t it all seem
connected to events occurring today? Britain still
has influence in Cypriot affairs as she has retained
sovereignty over the two military bases she has in
South Cyprus at Dhekhelia and Akrotiri. After
85 years nothing has changed in the Elite’s plans
to manipulate the events in this region.]
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Nevada Corporations In
The New Corporate World
By Ron Kirzinger, 5/19/01
In recent discussions we have focused on the
changes being put in place through Senate Bill 51
regarding corporate entities in Nevada by the current
biannual session of the Nevada Legislature. This bill has
now been passed by the Assembly by a vote of 41-0 and
awaits signing by the Governor to become “the law”, at
which point we will know the date on which its provisions
will become effective—probably July 1, 2001.
In broad summary:
1) There will be little changed with regard to C
corporations. The most noticeable change is
that corporations will go into revoked status
after 2 years instead of just 9 months.
2) LLCs are becoming an increasingly
interesting corporate form with the addition
of a provision for “noneconomic member”
status, through which any member may have
private control without ownership. This will
make possible many additional strategies and
as a result we expect the popularity of
LLCs to increase dramatically.
3) The biggest changes by far are in the area
of mergers, where it will now be possible
for virtually ANY entity—whether registered
or not and no matter where in the world it
is located—to “clone” itself as any type of
Nevada-based entity. Then, if desirable, the
entity in the foreign jurisdiction may be
dissolved, thus accomplishing a full
withdrawal to the haven of Nevada with its
protective statutes. These changes are
expected to result in nothing less significant
than Nevada becoming the incorporation
capital of the world, with much of the money
that has fled to offshore “tax havens”
coming to Nevada instead.
The merger provisions appear to be aimed at
opening up a back door for those with offshore
entities to move their structures to the haven of
Nevada without running the risk of “money
laundering”. There is no doubt that there will be
much activity of this kind once the implications of
the new legislation are widely understood.
How does all this affect the “little guy” with a
corporation (or ten) already in place but without
sophisticated (and now imperiled) “offshore”
structures? Know that the privacy of Nevada
corporate shelters is only being enhanced and that
your investment in a Nevada shelter is looking better
and better all the time—whether you are presently
using it or not.
These changes will probably add significantly to
the demand for aged “shelf” corporations, so if you
are sitting on one or a few of them you might soon
start to feel a bit like the goose with the golden egg.
If you might be interested in parting with a shelter

that you are not using, contact Budget Corporate
Renewals and we will put it “on consignment”. It
could take a while for the demand to really be felt,
however, so just sit tight and don’t expect to
immediately find the best price. The market for
these entities is relatively “thin” right now with few
buyers and sellers but again, this is expected to change
as global interest in Nevada shelters picks up.
For those of you without any golden eggs—the
writing appears to be on the wall, so perhaps you
should consider establishing a corporation (or ten) to
take advantage of the expected changes. Up ’til
now, shelf corporations have been appreciating by
anywhere from $1,000 to $1,500 per year, on
maintenance costs of less than $500 per year,
everything included. What could happen to these
appreciation numbers as demand exceeds available
supply is anyone’s guess—but it does bode well for
those with any supply at all.
It is hard to imagine a better legacy to leave as
one’s estate than a bushel of tremendously versatile
financial shelters, none of which needs to pass
through the probate process to provide your heirs
with some truly amazing benefits.
For those of you working with Nevada
corporations, you already know the benefits of
liability protection—and, no doubt, significant tax
savings—firsthand. But let’s consider the impact of
the new statutes on possible strategies for you, too.
We have often said that there is great benefit to
be derived from staying small and keeping a low
profile. Thus, as your non-Nevada business grew
you might have spun off, say, a marketing company,
which had a corresponding, private Nevada C
corporation with which it did business. Then, as
your business got bigger still, you might have spun
off a new company to handle opportunities in a new
market area. It, too, might have done business with
a corresponding, private Nevada C corporation in
such a way that profits were earned in Nevada
instead of your home-state jurisdiction. An added
benefit has been that assets have been accumulated
in Nevada, where liability protection is strongest.
This approach has worked well but now, as the
Nevada LLC “comes of age” through the new
changes in the laws, perhaps another strategy can
be made to work even better.
One of the risks in the past has been IRC 482,
which allows the Internal Revenue Service to deem
any group of companies to be a “controlled group”,
regardless of actual cross-ownership or lack thereof.
Thus, structuring a separate, new, corresponding
Nevada C corporation for each entity in the homestate jurisdiction tended to stand out as a potential
application for IRC 482.
A different approach would be to have the
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home-state entity do business with a Nevada LLC
set up as a partnership—and thus, non-taxable.
Each member of the LLC—which can have virtually
any number of members, each of which constitutes
a separate “pocket” for tax purposes—could be a
private Nevada C corporation. This arrangement
formalizes the separate nature of the members and
should virtually eliminate attempts by the IRS to
impose IRC 482.
Taking this approach further in light of the new
provision for “noneconomic member” status (control
without ownership) and other new provisions, the
Nevada LLC could be directed to flow income
through to its members in virtually ANY proportion.
(In the past this had to be pretty much in proportion
to membership interest, which was quite restrictive.
Three equal members of the LLC would, prior to
now, have to be apportioned income equally,
regardless of other considerations.)
In addition to this benefit of being able to
control the flow of income out to the private
members of an LLC, liability protection, already
good, can now be even better. When a litigant wins
a suit against a member of a partnership (as this
example is structured), all the successful litigant can
obtain is a “charging order” against any
disbursements made to that particular member.
Now that there is a measure of control over the
disbursement of income from a Nevada LLC, can
you see how it can be possible to prevent the
charging order from ever having any actual effect?
Summing up this example for those with
successful and growing businesses in foreign
jurisdictions: The new provisions affecting LLCs
now make it desirable to use a Nevada LLC as the
principle correspondent entity for a home-state
business. For this purpose the Nevada LLC should
be set up to flow-through its income to any number
of private Nevada C corporations. A Nevada LLC
set up for management by its members is the ideal
intermediary for income splitting AND can prevent
successful litigation against any of its members.
If this approach appeals to you but you are
currently set up with a Nevada C corporation—don’t
worry! One of the new provisions in Nevada’s
corporate statutes allows for any domestic entity to
convert itself into any other type of entity, so the C
corporation could merely “change its spots” and
become an LLC—but you would want to have at least
a couple of members of the LLC in any case for
partnership treatment and flow-through income.
Alternatively, the C corporation could become a
member of a new LLC, alongside any other members.
What if you are just setting up a new, small
business in a jurisdiction outside of Nevada? It is
always wise, of course, to establish a corresponding
Nevada entity with which that “foreign” company
can do business. Because of the new ability to
spot-change, it really doesn’t matter much which
type of entity is first established as the Nevada
correspondent. A C corporation is perhaps easier
to understand and can always be used as your
business grows and the need for more complex
structuring evolves.
What if your business is—or could be—
Internet-based? If your business does not need to
occupy physical space and deal with retail or walk-
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in traffic—it SHOULD be based in the haven of
Nevada! Reaching a little, let’s say you have a
web-site design and consulting company in Pakistan
but you sell your company’s services over the
Internet. First, it might be good to acknowledge that
no matter what your level of national pride, U.S.based products and services are generally both more
highly regarded and they command a higher price.
Perhaps you thrive on and enjoy being an
underdog—but do you really have to accept that
role and less pay in order to compete from an
inferior position? You certainly don’t have to and
that is made even more clear by the upcoming
changes in Nevada’s corporate statutes. You might
have the competitive advantage of being able to
underbid U.S. competitors by a large margin due to
the low wages paid to your talented programmers—
but what if you could underbid your U.S. competitors
AS a U.S.-based entity? It certainly should lead to
better profit margins.
As part of the forthcoming changes in Nevada
law, ANY FOREIGN ENTITY CAN DUPLICATE
ITSELF AS ANY TYPE OF NEVADA ENTITY.
That company of yours in Pakistan or anywhere else
in the world can instantly materialize right here in
Nevada, properly hold itself out as a U.S.-based
business and completely change its presentation.
Instead of bidding skilled jobs at $10-$15 per hour,
a high rate at home, the same programming could be
done on behalf of a Nevada-based entity considered
very competitive at $50 per hour. That money could
be made in a Nevada LLC set up for flow-through
treatment of income—and the flow could be directed
in the most desirable way. Flow some through to the
workers for their needs, of course (a raise might be in
order), and split some off for yourself and maybe, just
maybe, start to build a little into a private C corporation
(or several) in Nevada for future business ideas and
development. The effect of this splitting of income
within any kind of graduated-income-tax system is,
of course, much lower tax rates. Some Canadians,
for instance, have experienced a reduction from top
rates near 62% (yoiks!!!) to the corporate rate of
just 15% on the first $50,000 of net income in
Nevada—that’s a saving of 47%!
Eventually you might choose to dissolve the
home-state business while retaining its Nevada
base, thereby availing yourself of Nevada’s probusiness, “haven” status.
Another great advantage for foreign nationals
with a corporation based in the U.S., of course,
is the potential for special working visas. The
most advantageous of these might be the 3-year
L visa, which allows IBM, for instance, to move
a worker from London today to New York
tomorrow. Under this type of visa, a corporation
may bring in any manager or executive to work
within its U.S. operations.
Is all of this some kind of “magic”? No,
although perhaps devised by certain behind-thescenes, would-be magicians, it’s just the nature
of the new corporate world, within which you
can play the role of a corporate slave—or a
corporate manager. The best part is that the
“little guy” can have all of the advantages of the
“Big Boys” with one in addition: the ability to
remain small and keep a low profile.
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